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CHOICE development began in 1979 as a result of a study indicating
that, whereas migrant children and middle class youth had similar
career aspirations in the early grades0thecareer information,
self awareness and decision making skills available to migrant
children in the later primary school years were severely limiter'.
Although the development and overall design of the curriculum was
done with migrant youth/In mind, use of the curriculum has been by
migrant and non-migrant youth. Funding for the development and .

production of the materials has come from a variety of sources
including CETA, the Career Incentiae Act, and Migrant Sebtion
143. There would appear to be an overall need for the type of
information CHOICE provides on the part of both migrant and non-
migrant youth. Therefore at present the intended audience would
be all of our school. age youth (including high school dropouts).

The CHOICE. curriculum is built on the three strands of career
education (1) self awareness, (2) job and role information, and
(3) decision-making/goal attaining and is desigmed on two levels.
(The materials have been successfully'used, 'however, in the upper
primary and lower secondary in a non-absolute fashion crossing
os.er the indicated level boundaries.)

The first level, Basic CHOICE, is for students in grades IC
through 6. Each unit, Bl-B7, includes: (1) a pre- post-test, (2)
a consumable student log, (3) a teacher log, and (4) a set.of a
minimum of 20 activity folders.

The pre- post-tests for Bl-B4 are in picture format for the
student with an accompanying teacher administration guide whidh
indicates the exact wording for each question. The tests for B5-
B7 are in a written format with an accompanying teacher
administration guide which indicates directions and the exact
wording for each question should the teacher decide to read the
questions to the students. Answer keys for all tests are available
and included with the basic set of CHOICE materials.

The consumable student log and accompanying teacher log contain
the Job and Role information for each unit. Each unit, B1-871
contains information from two of the U.S. Department of Labor
defined career clusters. Each log covers at yeast five
occupations of careers from each of the two clusters. The
student log contains worksheets related to language arts skills
using career related information. Worker stories in F:7-24 are
found in the teacher logs and designed to be read to the
students. Worker stories in B5-B7 are contained in both the
student and teacher logs. The teacher logs contain. all the student
log pages in addition to the stories, for B1-84, and ad4itional
suggested activities and career related vocabulary, for B5.417. --

All the teacher logs contain suggested answers to tae student
exercises, but it is emphasized that any logical student answer
is to be accepted.

The rctivity folders on each level are divided into three tval,

one for each of the career education strands: (1) self a-,,,areness,
(2) job and role information, and (3) decision-making/goal
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attaining. Each set of folders contains activities, stories,
poems, and game-type activities all desi .jned to help be student
learn about career education and himself or herself.

The Advanced level of CHOICE materials consists of three texts.
Again the organizational and developmelormat was based on
the three strands of career education and the 15 career clusters.

The first of the three texts is OCCUPATIONAL RESOURCES. This is
the job and role information text. It contains 60 selections, four
from each of the 15 career clustersi written in story, cartoon,
interview, fact sheet, and poetry format. Each selection contains
information on the tasks, skills, training and tools necessary to
the career or occupation as well as the reading and mathematical
r'equirements for the job. Selection of the careers covered was
based on two factors. One, both entry level - and advanced training
level jobs were chosen within each cluster. Two, actual
practicants of the job or occupation were interviewed as to
their tasks, skills, training and tools. After the selections
were written these same people were asked to review the stories
for accuracy. OCCUPATIONAL RESOURCES has been rewritten on both
the third and fifth grade reading levels as well as in the
original high school reading level. The information and technical
vocabulary has been maintained in the third and fifth grade
reading levels but other parts of the stories, cartoons and
interviews have been adapted to make reading easier.

The second text of the Advanced materials is CAREER NOTES. This
volume contains the self awareness and decision-making/goal
attaining information. It is designed to be used in individual
sections depending on the need of the student. Again various
formats have been used, including poetry, cartoon, and game
activities to provide interest for the students. The sections
included in CAREER NOTES are described in the Overview booklet.

The third text of the Advanced materials is MISSION TNFORNAllpN..
MISSION INFORMATION is a manual designed to accompany work
exploration and experience programs. There are three sections;
they are designed to be used indepUndentIk''Of each other. The
first is on interviewing a worker to obtain information about
his/her job or career. The second is a 'shadowing" guide to lead
students through a worker shadow experience. The third section is
a guide to a work experience provram. Each section leads the
student and teacher step by step through a discovery process. The
student learns where and how to acquire information and, how to
organize his/her self knowledge and job knowledge in order to
make effective decisions.

J.

All of the Advanced materials are presently available in Spanish
as well as in English. The Basic materials are in the process of
being prepared in Spanish. The Spanish editions are NOT direct
translations of the English, rather we have tried to produce a
parallel version which makes sense in Spanish.

2
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B6 Teacher Orientation

The teachers' guide portion of the B6 Log

consists of reduced students' pages with teacher

instructions- to the left of each student page.

Ain the first page of Bach career unit there ap-

pears a list of vocabulary words and suggestions

for extending the unit. Answers for each activ-

ity are included on individual activity pages.

BEFORE EACH UNIT IS BEGUN, THE INSTRUCTOR

SHOULD READ THE TEACHERS' PAGES FOR THAT UNIT.

Generally, an attempt has been made to

achieve a fifth grade reading level with this

Material. The Fry Readability Graph and the

Basic Skills Word List (Improving Instruction

Through Neasureient, Los Angeles, 1980) were

employed to end. However, due to the

technical vocabulary dictated by content, some

words employed fall outside these limits.

These words are included in the vocabulary list

at the beginning of each career unit. Develop-

ment of vocabulary prior to beginning unit in-

struction is imperative.

The instructor may use his/her discretion

in adapting methodology V student population

by:

allowing student(s) to read the mater-

t!

ials independently

using materials as.group reading activ-,

ities

3. reading the materials to the student(s)

4. taping the reading materials for the

independent use of the student(s).

The CHOICE Curriculum allows for flexibil-

ity in instruction! EXpand and diversify by:

Iv allowing students to begin units by

giving their experiences with the work

Unit or cluster

2. initiating lectures on relevant topics

3. initiating field trips when possible

4. initiating career learning Ignters for

clusters/units

5. including other relevant reading mater-

ials

displaying real tools/materials when

possible (and sate).

7. employing studiants' creativity in related

artwork (bulletin boards, posters,

collagen etc.).
.1ft
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S6 Manufacturing Introduction

- Vocabulary

appliance
article
manufacturing*
material

*developed in tent /activity

Extension

natural
processed*

produce
substances

1.$ Research various products to identify the various
raw materials and.proceSses used to manufacture
each.

2. Visit a factory.

t

Manufacturing

Workers Manufacturing Classy Cluster work to
4prodace the used by all of ss. They work together
to sake products like cars, appliances, Clothing, toys and

?may other articles.

3. Initiate a class project to manufacture a product.
t,

1 maeufactering workers make eEkommN4goods. 'roomed

,,

goads are things that are not usWiiiailt. natural forms.

A Processed goods are things that are made from natural pro-
. ducts. They cannot he groom or mined. The materials

a Pagel
.N:

manufacturing re use tomehoprocess04 foods are called
raw materials. ton is a rem materiel used to stake cloth.
Bobber it a raw ea rial used to .mats automobile tires.

Student reads story or instructor reads story to
studentCol.

Notea

V

Al you coo; the story about Josh Simmons, you will
learn about esairal workers is the manufacturing career
cluster. Asia; yourself if you would like to do any of these
jobs.

1 12.



Page 2

Student matches produt.ta co the raw material
used to make each product.

Notes

Raw. Materials

_Raw materials are the substances used to make pro-
cessed goods. Manufacturing workers process or change
the raw materials to make them into more usable goods.

For instance, sheep's wool is a raw material. tt
is gathered, clewed,- combed, and spun to make yarn.
Cleaning, combing and spinning are ways to process wool
into yarn. Yarn can be used in more ways than sheep's
wool. The yarn then becomes a material for other manufac-cm

turing workers who knit, crochet, or weave the yarn into
blankets, sweaters, or clothing. These processed goods
have more uses than yarn.

Match each raw material below to a product or pro-:
ceased item that is made from that raw material.

Raw Material Proauct

voah peanut butter

trees flour

petroleum "--yarn

Iron lumber

wheat maple sugar

rubber '`plasticrri

sugar cane automobile bodiesca
c41

%

peanuts tiressom4

7:11 maple sapmaZ:

:X.

1i

granulaismd sugar

2

14

,Srn:414

111



Page 3

Student lists 2 raw materials for each of sev-
eral products.

Notes

Raw Materials

Many products are made from several raw materials. For
instance, some of the raw materials used to make an automobile
are: steel (body and frame), plastic (steering wheel, uphol-
stery), rubber (tires), fabric (upholstery), and glass (wind-
shield).

List at least two raw materials used in making each of
the products listed below.

pencil 1,Jrvont.

pen 7,1424&Liatiatiaggal Atur4,

bicycle Anal& _411Cgen-Z,110,0

chair ,,(4/000Z 140024)

telephone

television

lamp soArd,410"

door 40444'

refrigerator



Bp6 Union Representative

Vocabuk2a

cDmplaint* illegal reference
concern legal representative*
condition literature* salary
construction management* solution
dispute* mediating* tour
lrievanqp* pamphlet union*

political science

*developed in activity/text

Extension

1. Arrange talk by local union represent-
ative.

2. Display union literature.
.

Research history of unions.

Page 4

Discuss OscEtire in conjunction with reading

04:ertary.

Weft : Pollow-up activities relating to union
neprc,senttive are found at the end of
thiscluster (pages 32 - 37), as
Seurh of the cluster reading relates
tp th.. anion representative. These
aciVrties :ihould be completed when
all of the reading has been done.

k

9.,.ten*

Union Representative

This union representative helps ceitipsnies and workers
solve problems abc,' woriOnl hour::, working conditions.
and ether areas of A.nce;..

4



Page 5

Student reads story or instructor reads
story to student(s).

Notes

4

t

laming! Josh Simmons reached across the bed and turned
off the alarm. Be yawned and mumbled as he dragged himself
from his warm bed to the bathroom. The hot water of the
shower began to wake hie. Ns started thinking about the day
ahead.

N.
Josh is a union represents we. This means that Josh

speaks for the workers who belong his union. Workers join
the union to help protect their sal , to help improve their
working conditions, and to protect their rights as. workers.
when the workers and the company bosses or management can't
agree to solve a problem, Josh comes to help the workers pre-
sent their side of the problem. Be listeis to all sides of
the problem or dispute, then helps the management and the
workers settli on a solution that is agreeable to both sides.
This is called mediating. Joshs most important job is to
mediate a dispute about working conditions at Grant Automotive
Industries.

As the morning temperature began to rise, Josh got into
his car for the trip to Great Industries. Josh uses his car
like a traveling office. He travels to different factory
locations a lot, so he must sake sure he has everything he
needs in the 'er. He keeps legal reference books with him in

the car. NO checks these to make sure that he does nothing
illegal when he mediates disputes. Ne also carries grievance
papers. These are special forms that workers fill out when
they have a complaint against their company, He keeps union
literature like booklets and pamphlets to hand out to workers.
Union literature explains to workers bow their anion can help

them. Josh always has a hard hat are' safety glasses in his
car in case he needs to tour a factory or a construction site.

As Josh drove to Grant Automotive Industries, he thought
about the things he would have to do today. Speaking in front

of a group of people is enmething.Josh learne4 in a public
speaking course in college. This course taught him how to
ozganise facts and present them in the bast possible way. His
political science courses also taught bier how to deal with

people. Josh knew that he would use all of his skills to settle

this dispute.

5
2t)



New

Page 6

Student labels pictures of union repre-
sentatives' tools/equipment.

M

E 21

Notes

.00 ,/ A.

%. a

rell11111411



e2pointment
apprenticeship
certified
rommittee
directors
fumes
hazardous

*develop =d

1.

B6 Welder

Vocabulary

industry
intense

interrupted,
linger

machinists
poisonous
proper

in text/activity

Extension

renovated
securely

torch
ventilation
vocational

welder*
welding rod

4

Arrange demonstration of welding by in-
dustrial arts/vocational teacher.

Page 7.

Complete this page in conjunction with vo-
cabulary development or direct student to
label pictures after reading story.

23

Notes

Welder
'-

This welder is using a torch and a welding rod to join
two pieces of metal. The torch melts. the welding rod across
the two pieces of metal. When it cools and reherdens, the
metal will be joined securely.



Page 8 A

Student reads story Or instructor reads story
to vtudent(s).

Notes

25

Wilder
S

Once Joshua reached Grant Industries he went to the
main 'office. Se had an appointmont with the board of
directors. A young woman greeted Josh and said, "Hello,
Mr. Simmons. We've been expecting you:' He foil d her
to the conference room and shook hands Vith the irman
of the committee. "'Good morning, Joshua. Letvs get right
down to business. I know yoi've heard the workers' griev-
assess, but you haven't beareours. We feel their complaints
are unfair. The committee galas that the workers a.-e paid
enough, are often late, take breaks when they shouldn't,
and they're just not working hard enough."

"Well, Mr. Chairhan, 1 think we should eke one case
at a time,' began Josh. "The welders and the machinists
want the shop renovated. The ventilation is poor and
produces unhealthy working coeditions.v

The chairman interrupted excitedly, "Those shops are
;.he pride of our industry. We have purchased the newest
tools' and machinery."

'Maybe so,' Josh said. 'But they are using welding
torches two join metal parts to build and f.x*metar objects.
The process uses intense heat and pressure. When they cut
and shape the metal, smoke and gases are given oft and they
linger in, the air. Without a proper vcntiiation system,:
the fumes are hasard9ue to the workers' health.'

Another 'member of the ommmittee said, "They don't knot,
what they're talking about."

Josh explained "Welders are wall trained people. They
have attended vocational school and have 'taken courses in
drafting, blueprint reading, and metal and welding shoOs.
They also experienced an on-the-job apprenticeship program
for 3 years before they got certified. They know what they're
talking about.'

The committee members talked moat theieelves for a fat

minutes. A very tall man stood up and loudly said, "The.
welders don't weld all the tins. They have other jobs to do.
When they aren't welding, the air can clear,'

Josh said, 'That's true. They do have other things to
do. They read and use blueprints, of the planned work. The
welders also select materials according to the types and
thickness of the metals to be welded. The metal must be
cleaned and clamped. All these things are done in the smaerw.
shop. While the welders are doing these jobs, they are still
breathing the poisonous fusee'

8
s 1

26
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Page 9

Student reads selections and chooses the
most appropriate title (main idea) for each.

2

Notes

t.

Main Idea
Read each paragraph below. Choose the title which best fits each
graph and write the best title on the line above each paragraph.'

0

atit' Ifreg fed alief.y., 3.

Casey had always enjoyed work-

ing with his hands. That's why

he liked his job as head welder

for Grant Automotive Industries.

Besides doing welding jobs him-

self, Casey helped train new weld.

ers. He taught them how to use

blueprints and how to use welding

tools properly. He helped them

take pride in making a good weld.

2° kadLy.ad40
Welders use many skills on the

job. They must be able to plan a

welding job by reading blueprints

and choosing the right materials

to use for different jobs. They

may use clamps to hold two pieces

of metal until the weld has set..

They may "spot weld" or weld cer-t\

Cain spots to hold the metal until

the pieces,are welded securely.

Welders must know what kind of

torch and welding material to use

for different jobs.

Welders' Training

Welding Skills

para-

Welding can be a dangerous job.

Welders work with torches that use

flame to heat metal to very high tem-

peratures. Sometimes the torches

give off gases that are dangerous to

breathe. Because of these hazards,

welders need safety equipment. They

wear heavy gloves to protect their

hands from flying sparks and rough

metal edges. Often, they wear fire-

proof aprons to protect their clothes

and bodies. Welders use safety glas-

ses or face masks to protect their

eyes and faces from heat. Many weld-

ing shops have ventilation systems

which pull the gases from the areas

where welders and others are working.

hlafe..4

Welders are highly skilled workers.

Semi begin training in high school

shop courses. Traini6g in blueprint

reading, drafting, and advanced metal

shops is given in vocational schools.

Many welders receive training in

three-year apprenticeship programs.

They learn ay working wit!. experienced

welders.

TITLES qa,46

9

fP

An Experienced Welder

,Welding Safety

28



Pages 10-11

Student uses crossword puzzle to review
welder vocabulary.

)1 29
C

Notes

Welder Crossword

Across

1. a place where a person is
trained for a job (two words),

7. welders use welding to
join metal pieces together

B. a good ventilation system
circulates fresh

9. place where welders work

10. how many "years that a welder
is an apprentice

11. the material molders use
often

12. The welders have faith that
Josh will help him. They

him.

13. Welders take courses in this
form of drawing.

14. The welders wanted the ven-

tilation Damao new,

repaired)------

15. The management bought the
welders the newest
(means mechanical w6-Wir

16. Welding uses intense .

17. To join metal pieces by heat
and pressure.

1$. The detailed plans on paper.

Oh

Down

1. a system for circulating air

2. learning on-the-job while
someone experienced i teaching

you

3. this is given off when welding

4. fumes are hazardous to your

S. welders use intense heat and

mIMINE111=111

6. a substance that can make some-
one sick or can kill is

(As in fumes)

ire

30
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B6 Machinist

Vocabulary

lathe maintain mechanical
machinist* technical

*developed in text/activity

Extension

1. Visit industrial arts room for demon-
stiation of machines.

rage 12

Discuss illustration encouraging students
to label tools/equipment.

32

m 011.

Notes

A

Machinist

This machinist is using a drill cress to drill holes

in metal.

3

33



Page 13

Student reads story or instructor reads story

to student (s). Student labels "lathe".

Notes

34

.4,
06

Josh could tell thaethe directors were now

listening to him. "The machinists work on the other

side of the same shop" Josh said. "They use machine

tools and hand tools to, shape metal blocks into tools

and parte. The parts are used for cars and for the

machines in the factory._ Machinists, like the welders,

use blueprints while in the shop. la addition, they

maintain and repair the equipment and nadhinery. They

set up the materials, cut, drill, bore, file, grind,

and plan in the shop. The ventilation must be just

right for them.

The chairman said, °Ne6re
beginning to see your

point. Go on."

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. he you know, machinists

are well trained also. They go to:vocational school and

study machine shop and mechanical drawing. Machinists

are part of a four year on-the-job
apprenticeship pro-

gram, including classroom
training in math, science,

blueprint reading, technical drawing, and mechanics."

°O.K., tar. Simmons. You drive a hard bargain. The

welders and machinists will have their shop renovated."

Great,* Josh said. "Let was just tell you that the

machinists are happy with their new machine tools, lathes.

(machines that shape metal and wood), safety glasses, and

other needed tools."

13



Page 14

Student°uses machinist vocabulary to com-
plate a word puzzle.

3i;

Notes -

Word Puzzle

Directional Find where the wards fit in the puzzle.
A letter goes in each box. Sintuse letters already
in the puzzle to lead you.to other words. Count the
letters in the words. Use words only once.

r:d

ri

rrnirrutnnrior
or:nri r-rtiror;nrzmilr n,

non r:; Enrinrf.r Fnt. 2 nrr.o`n.:nr -rar
r9n unnri r;r ri

nrarimnernrnm7nr?,
ATIn
orirmacucinifin

unnria

blueprint
bore
cars
cut
drill
equipment
factory
file

1

grind
hand tools
lathe
machinists
machine tools
maintain
math
mechanical drawing

14

metal
parts
plan
repair
safety glasses
shape
shop
technical drawing

,,,,vocational school

3
gama-



Page Is
Use vorGs and phrases from the list on the right-hand side of the page

Student uses words and phrasias provided to to fill in the blanks in the outline on the left-hand side of the page.

***plate an outline.

Outlining

Notes

k. a

Maahiniat

I. Jobs and Tasks

A.

s.

C.

ad materials

.

A.

a. Aireeddritett&---..-,-
C. ireiMAAW

D. 44*
E Actit
F.

III. ?piffling

A. Alm,!-,t2-

B.

C.

15

on-the-job

drills

repair machinery

metal blocks

read blueprints

vocational -chool

grinders

shape metal blocks

lathes

selita equipment

files

blueprints

enticeship

I



86 Assembly Worker

Vocabulary

assembly*
automate
conference
conveyor belt*

portion
requires
specific
tedious

*developed in text/activity

Page 16

Discuss illustration. Label conveyor belt.

Notes

t.

4o

Assembly Worker
This assembly worker stands in the same place all day long. The parts

that he must assemble come to him on an endless belt. He spends his

work time Assembling car door handles.

16



Page 17

Student reads story or instructor reads
story to student(s).

Notes

42

%.

The next problem on Josh's list was the 200 raise demanded by the

assembly workers. Although assembly workers have no special training,

they are the backbone of any factory. They perform the tedious jobs
that need to be done over and over. Many workers like this kind of

job because it requires little thought. When their shift is over, they

can go home and forget about work.

In many factories assembly workers stand in front of a moving con-

veyor belt all day long.' The pieces that they assemble move along the

belt. Each worker assembles his part of the object, then it moves to

the next worker who assembles another portion of the object. When the

object reaches the end of the assembly line, it is complete or ready to

move to another assembly line.

Assembly workers are trained on the job. Wherever they work, as-
sembly workers are taught to do the specific jobe on which they will

work. They may be trained to use special tools needed to complete the

job properly. In some cases, assembly workers use safety equipment like
safety glasses, face masks, ear plugs, or gloves.

As Josh thought about the assembly workers, the conference room be-

gan to fill with a murmer of people talking. We refuse to give the as-

sembly workers a 20% raise. Ws could automate the shop and use machines

for many of the jobs they do. A 200 raise is not in the best interests

of Grant Automotive Industries."

"Nevertheless," began Josh, "there are a lot of assembly workers
in your factory, and they have all united for this raise."

"I'm sorry," the chairman insisted, 'a 200 raise in salary is out

of the question."

"Sut'the cost of living went up 80," Josh said angrily.

The rd members discussed the problem. After a few minutes, the

chaff aid, "We'll give them a 12% raise.*

Josh knew that the assembly workers would agree to a 120 salary in-

crease. He had already talked to the workers to find out the lowest in-

crease they would accept. *They'll take it*" Josh exclaimed.

Everyone decided to break for lunch. Although Josh's morning had

been a hard one, he was very pleased that he had mediated all of the

issues on his list. He felt that everyone had agreed to settle fairly.



Pages 18-19

Student assembly worker vocabulary in cross-
wor puzzle.

Notes

1.

Across

Crossword Puss le

Down

1. The ass*ibly workers work for 3. Worn over the eyes for pro-
otion..

2. The people whu work on an 4. Worn to block out some nails.

asseMbly line.

7. The place where Josh and the
management were talking.

IS. What you do with a knife or
a scissor.

S. Fighting between two groups.

S. The assembly workers receive
this type of training (3 won

S. The leader of a committee.

13. Places where assembly workers
work. 9. most important

14. The,assembly workers wanted a 11. The price of day to day ex-

204 raise in penile' (3 words).
dORM.11

15. joke 12. tools that do work

17. A low, continuous sound, empe- 16. A written set of agreements.

cially of voices.

1$. kind of tub

19. to join

20. woven container

21. face protectors

22. a place to learn

23. to run machbaes

24. worn over hands

44 "18

rIMINNI.01
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4
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Page 20

Student uses root words and affixes to
assemble words.

Notes

Root Words and Aifixes
AsseMbly mothers put parts together to meke new products. In the same

way, we can put work parts together to sake new words. Use the prefixes,

suffixes, and root words Wow to assemble sew words.

re + produce ,Aiggifeditgre

re + present aticat = tteliriart2e.
protect + ion 1141144:dr-0

manage went

die + agree + neat

grieve + ance

die + appoint + went w

un + fair

hazard + one * am

4101111,411

dArgAlogia
* * * A *

Rearrange each grOup of word parts below to assemble new word:.

fair-ly-un

mis-ment-manage

ed-protect-un

ation-re-present

sent-appoint-re

present-ntive-re

union-re

sient-agree-die

20

MP%

awwww.mig

4



Page 21

Student responds to true/false statements.

)

Notes

a

True / False
Read each sentence bil.ow and decide whither the sentence is true or

false. Write "V in the circles near the true sentences; IT" in the cir-

--clesAmear-the false. sentenceC.,

An assembly worker does many different jobs during the work day.

Some assembly waters wear safety glasses to protect their eyes.

An assembly worker must think eprefully to plan his/her work day.

. Assembly workers are not keportantsworkers in a factory.

. Assembly workers need to go to college to learn the skills they

use on the job.

Assembly workers use conveyor belts to keep their aprons in

place.

A tedious job is a job that is,exciting and changes often.

. Some jobs that were done by assembly workers are now being

done by machines.

. Assembly workers are usually trained on the job.

10. Assembly workers may wear face masks to protect their ears

from loud noise.

11. Some assembly workers are trained to use special tools to help

them do their job properly.

21

50



86 Textilie Designer

Vocabulary

coppetition
fabric
fashion

*developed in text /activity

(Extension

1. Examine different types of fabrics.

2. Initiate a fabric collage.

Allow students to ,"design" with fabrics
and fabric crayon or markers.

relaxing
studio

textile designer*

I,a9e 22

Disicuss illustration in conjunction with vo-
cabulary development.

Notes

51
11,.

Textile Designer

This textile designer draws patterns to bit printed on cloth to make

patterned fabric. She learned her skills by taking art classes in high

school and college.

22
r1 4



Page 23.

Student reeds story or instructor reads story

to student(s).

Notes

C743rrt
Cd,
w ool

um'
53

11=2

Grant Automotive Industries had just hired textile

designer. Josh's job included meeting the new worker and
learning about all her job duties. Alter lunch he walked
down to the factory.

The textile designer was waiting for Josh. As soon as
he opened the door, she said, "Hello, Mr. Simmons. I'm

Brenda Smith."

"Hi, Brenda. Please call me Josh."

' Thank you, Josh. I've been told you wantto hear
about my lob and see where I work!"

"Yes, I'm glad the office told you I was coming."

"Actually, Josh,. 71.'m an artist. I took art in high
school and then went toga school for art end design. My
favorite classes were &hays in fashion.'

"Then why didn't yoil.go into making designer jeans or

something like that?" Josh asked.

"In a way, I did. My last job was desiuning fabric

for clothing. It was funs. I used to travel a lot, meeting
with buyers and other deati.epers in the fashion industry.
And I can't count the number of fashion shows I went to."

That sounds so exciting. Why did you leave your job?'

Brenda explained, 'It was exciting, but the competition was

beginning to wear me down. I always had to be better-than some

other designer. This Janis mere telexing and I can settle down

and have a family. That's one thing I could never do in my other

job. I traveled too much."

Brenda and Josh walked around her studio. She showed

him many fabric simples that she uses. As Josh looked around
the room, he saw a lot of supplies. There were pencils,

paper, paint, brushes, drawing boards, rulers, looms, cameras,

and more. ,

23
I

54



Pages 24-25

Student uses textile designer vocabulary
to complete crossword puzzle.

1

Notes

IL. a

spumrelp IN....".

Across

1.. used to take photographs

3. to draw quickly

4. place where textile designer
works Down

7. Brenda's job title (2 words) 2. another name for fabric

11. strain, pressure 5. jobs, chores

12. a person who draws and paints 6. reached a decision

13. current style of dress 8. machines used to weave
material

14. to go from place to'place
9. tables used for sketching

16. argued
10. a contest, match

Across (cont.)

21. things used to draw

the textile designer's name

17. people who purchase cathes
and materials

18. another word tar material
(cloth)

19. to plan or sketch out

20. same as 12 across

24

13. a large place where Brenda
and all the other workers do
their jobs

15. tools used in painting

Mb*
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Page 2,

Student unscrambles letters to spell words
related to textile designer:

Scrambled Words

Unscramble the words below to make words related to the career of tex-

tile designer.

1. iateelt
Notes

2. snidgere

3. starti

4. siboanf

5. bactir

6. slepam

7. doitus

S. clinep

9. reppa

10. nears=

11. urrel

CieJ
ri1

12. shrub

0.4

cr..)

13. niapt

C7.4
oP% 14. olox

53
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attended
chemist*
chemistry
diploma

B6 Chemist

Vocabulary

graduate school
information
observation

*developed in text/activity

Extension

1. Visit a high school chemistry lab

Discuss illustration.

U0

Page 27

Notes

'4, a

quality
research
strictly

synthetic

Chemist
This chemist attended' college for a total of 6 years. She works

at Grant Automotive Industries. Bar job includes mixing dyes for

fabrics and plastics used in making automobile upholstery.



Page 28,

Student reads story or instructor reads
story to student(s).
Student labels lab equipment.

62

Notes

t.

Josh said, The chairman told as you'd be working hand in
hand with the chemist. Whet do textile designers have to do
with the

"Mere, a lot," said Brenda. "The chemists produce synthetic
fabrics for me to use. They also make the dyes for the fabrics.
After making a dye, the chemist tests it for quality. The chemist
also tests dyes be didn't mike."

00o the chemists do anything else?" asked Josh.

"Sure. They hake synthetic fuels for the cars to run on.
The fuels always need to be improved and tested for quality.
The chemist records all his observations. Then, the data can be
plotted on a graph or a Chart.'

Josh asked, "Brenda, will you take as to the chemistry lab ?'

"Sure," said Brenda. "Let's go."

Once in the lab, Josh sew rows of.tables. On each table was
a microscope, racks of test tubes, burners, and a rack of tools.
Each tool rack had a pair of gloves, a pair of tweezers, a knife,
and other tools. All the workers looked busy in the well-lighted
lab.

Josh glanced to the left and he saw a small room. Brenda
explained that the room was an office. That's where all the files
were kept. All information had to be strictly recorded. On the
wall were several diplomas. Same were from colleges, and others
were from graduate schools. Each of the research chemists had a
Master's degree in chemistry and each assistant had a Bachelor's
degree.

63



Page 29,

`Student uses sentence clues to complete a
word puzzle.

r

64

Notes

t

Word Puzzle
Use the sentence clues on the bottom half of the page to fill in .the

blanks in the words on the top'half of the page.

1. A.. C ,C). 40.

36 ME.5-1.,
4 " S. M.

56 Is- ..E

6. .111. .Z. .Z. IL. a

* w * * * * 0 * *

1. A chemist uses a to make objects look larger

2. Chemists use chemicals to make fabrics and fuels.

3. Chemicals are sometimes mixed in glass containers called

4. A worker who knows about and uses chemicals is called a

5. Information is kept in

6. The chemist used to pick up the fabric sample and

place it in the vat of dye.

7. A chemist works in a which"is a large room that

contains all of the equipment he needs to do expeppents.

29
63



Pages 30-31

Student locates words in a word search puzzle.

....mar

Notes

Z. 4

rr 1,01-

.Nommin..,.N.rmrslmow."

Word Search

Directions; Find the listed words in the puzzle.

synthetic fabrics table

dyes microscope

tests tubes

quality burners

fuels racks

improved tools

obsertiations gloves

data tweezerz

plotted knife

graph files

chart records

researchlab

degree
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B6 Union Representative

(tollow-up activities)

Page 32,

Student reads story or instructor reads
story to student(s),

Notes

It A

a-11

Union Representative

Josh was surprised to find out that it was 41t34.
He had spent his whole day at Grant Automotive Industries.

After thanking Brenda, Josh went back to his car and drove

home. Ha knew that his lob wasn't over yet. The union

leaders would wain to know the results of his meeting with

the board of directors. Josh was pleased with himself. ft

helped solve problem between the workers and the manager

sent, and he learned about two more jobs.

That night, Josh was. wry tired. His day still wasn't

over. Se had to prepare for the next day of being a

union representative.

.1.10.7110.1

7o



Page 33

Student reads selections and crosses out
irrelevant sentence in each selection.

71

Notes

L.

Logical Validity

In each of the following paragraphs, draw a
which does not belong.

1. Josh Simmons is a union re .

resentative. So helps the
of his union learn about the'benr-
efits their union provides. Some-
unions provide health, dental, and
life insurance for their members.
ehe-wead-mmigem-meeme-eeeeeebien.
Unions may provide help for unem-
ployed members. Most upions help
members solve problems at work.

3. When a worker has a problem on
the job, he'may see his union rep-
resentative. The union representa-
tive will help the worker file a
grievances form. iMipese-use-mawi
414Nersee-4eame. The
form explains the probiteininethee
worker is having on the job. The
union representative gives the
grievance paper to the company
management. Usually the company
must respond to the grievance with-
in a certain amount of time. The
union representative may help the
worker and the management solve
the problem fairly.

line through the sentence

2. Unions collect dues from all
onion members. This weans that each
member pays a certain amount of mon-
ey to belong to the union. Usually,
these membership dues are taken out
of, or deducted from, workers' pay-
checks. The dues collected from
meibers' paychecks are used to pro-
vide benefits to the union's members
Some of the money is also used to
pay union eeployees like representa-
tives, secretaries, and other office
staff. itee--eftim-de-ese-heraermse.

4. Union representatives check on
the working conditions in the fac-
tories where their members work.
Working conditions include concerns
like temperature, lighting, vent-
ilation, safety equipment, and
health hazards. The union represen-

gallative makes sure his workers have
the best working conditions avail-
able. Seme.seken-meposeeneasiimee
dekee-me4-404.14mis,

33



r".

Student uses vocabulary in crossword puzsle.

- Notes

k A

Crooswozi4 Puzzle

Acmes

1. Josh received as a union
member. (education)

2. task

5. a dispute

7. Josh is a representative.

8. Josh helped the assembly workers
get better conditions in their

new . (formal agreement)

10. grievance

12. hard

(form)

(head protection)

13. At night, a union representative
must for the next day.
(get rea

17. An argument botulism management'
and workers. (Moot jobs or
wages)

18. Josh is one.

20. to a dispute (settle)

21. The story started in the

Amos' tacintrAl

25, Josh reads up-to-date union
literature. Word for up-cc-
date.

Down

1. Avnion representative does a
lot of this from job to job.

3. safety (eye protection)

4. another word for grievance

6. the bosses

8. When two parties in a dispute
come to an Agawam-L.

11. A union representative must do
this often to keep informed.

14. The main character's first name.

15. An institution of higher
learning. A union representa-
tive went there.

16. science (college course)

(time of day) 19. People who are employed at the

factory. They had a dispute
with the management.

22. Josh studied this to become a

union representative. (college

course)

24 Grant Automotive Industries
(initials)

I

23. Josh breakfast before he

left TWRiuse.

34".
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Pages 36-37

Student uses sentence clues to complete
Word puzzle.

76

Notes

t'

..1111.101111. F

Word Puzzle
Use the..santenceNclues below to heliyou fill in the word "sale 041 the

facing page. Pot sore difficulty, cover the WORD SAW until you need to

nee it.

1. Josh Simmons is a representative for

2. Workers join unions to improve working

3. Workers join unions to get higher

4. Josh helps his members solve

S. The bosses at the factory are called the

6. Josh tries to get both sides to on a solution.

7. Listening to prObleme and thinking of solutions is canoe--

8. An argument between management and labor is called a

9. When a worker has' a Complaint against the'llanagement, the' worker files

papers.

10. Folders and pamphlets for the members to read are called .

11. Josh learned about smking speeches in his public

course.

12. Josh learned about dealing with people in his political

course.

13. Josh mediates disputes to help labor and management reach an

14. Josh uses his car to between jobs.

15. The workers in a union dispute are called .

16. Josh carries books and - for union members to read.

17. Grievance is another word' for

18. Josh helps labor and management problems.
Ape

19. Josh uses legal books to check on laws.

86 4
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Pages 36-43.

. St *Went completes outline.

romm
C

Notes

11.

*1)1'

r-

Review

Review the facts about workers in the Manufacturing Career Ciupber

by completng the outline on the following pages. You may look back at

the chapters about workers to fal in the blanks.

aver ."(e.a410042401 /4(412`1"41.41

I. Union Representative

Training

1,

2,

S. Work Places

1.

2.

C. Tanks

2.

3.

D. Tools and Egnipnent

1.

2.

3.

It. Welder

A. Traingag

1.

2.

com...

D. Work Places

1.

2.

WIIM11111W

,38 411.

-41 1111

806



C. Tasks

1.

2.

3.

D. Tools and Equipment

1.

2.

3.

III. Machinist

A. Training

1.

2.

B. Work Places

1.

2.

C. Tasks

1.

2.

D. (1Tools and iquipment

1.

2.

3.

IV. Assembly porker

A. Training

1.

39
ti Si



S. WW1* Places

1.

C. Tasks

1.

D. Tools and Equipment

1.

2.

V. Textile Designer

A. Training

1.

2.

0, Wbrk Places

1.
2.

C. Tasks

D. Tools and Equipment

1.

2.

3.

4.

S.

4.1

82



VI. Chemist

A. Training

1.

2.

3.

B. Work Places

1.

2.

=1.11.111=111

C. Tasks

1.

2.

D. Tools and Equipment

1.

2.

3.

4.

SS
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k

Page 42.

Student writes story about favorite worker
in Manufacturing Career Clustsr.

Notes

84

t

e

Write a short story about your favorite wormer is the Manufacturing.

'career cluster. Be sure to write why this worker is your favorite.

42

0, ,



1

B6 Marketing and Distribution Introduction

Vocabulary

advertise
.consumer*
products
transport

*developed in text/activity

Extension

1. Devise Marketing and Distribution class
project to raise money for a field trip.

Page 43

Student reads story or instructor r s'ilir;to
student(s). rx

Notes

4

Si;

Marketing and Distribution

Workers in the Marketing and Distribution Career

Cluster fora a bridge between the factories and the buy-

ing public, or consumers. Thdde workers advertise,

transport and sell the products manufactured by work-

ers in 'the Manufacturing Career Cluster.

1 1 I I
Robin Marsh is a small business owner in our

community. She owns a clothing store called

Robin's Fine Feathers. Robin has agreed to let

us meet and talk to some of the people with

whom she works. As you meet these Marketing

and Distribution workers, ask yourself if

you would like to do any of these jobs.

1 1 1 1

lb

43



Pages 44-45

Student uses written clues to complete

word puzzle.

Notes

t

oduct Word Puzzle
The items made by the workers in the Manufecturin, Carver Clutter are

brought to the consumers by the workers in the Markets/1g and Distributtul

Career Cluster. These same items are bought and used by consumers.

Use the word clues below to fill in the blanks in the puzzle on the

facing page. Each line of the puzzle is the name of something that is

manufactured, distributed, and bought by consumers.

3. used topound nails

2. used to carry water

3. something to sit on

4. piece of women's clothing

5. what you watch at home

6. piece of non's clothing

7: used to serve food

8. removes tops from containers (2 words)

9. used to cool food

10. used to cut wood

11. chocolate treat (2 words)

12. makes holes in wood

13. you take this when you Are sick

14. you hang this at the window

15. worn on the foot

16. what you ride in

17. used to clean the teeth

18. cuts paper

19. women's shirt

20. musical instrument

21. used to cook food

22. tool used to install screws

23. used to wash floors

24. used to cut the grass (2 words)

44 ft,.

I
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B6 Buyer

Vo4ahulary.

appointment customer* select
calculator fashion ' .styles
consuMer* informed successful
current , merchandise wholesaler

purchase

*developed in tektfactvity

?age 46

Discuss illustration in conjunction with
reading story.

9i

Notes'

4

rem=1,

Stier
This buyer purchases clothing for Robin's Fine fOingileXs, le krie4

buy fashions that heqinsys,custosers will like mut buy.
*Mr

...
a

.71 4 6 ?IP.*

92



)11(Student reads story or instructor reads
story to student(s).

Pages 47-48

mor be labeled after rending story.

%At

93

Sam Isaacs is the buyer for Eotin't Pzne

Feathers. He meets with clothing whate-,aler3

to buy the clothes that ai4, sold it hob:r.'s

store. In order to buy wisPiy, Sam mutt kwk,'

what the current fashions ate, what his cus-

tomers like to buy, and the type of merchan-

dise his store offers the constrvel.

Sam works in an office in the store. He

uses a telephone to set up appoint/rants with

clothing wholesalers and sales representatives.

His shelves-are packed with newspapers, fashLon

magazines, and brochures from clothing whole-

salers. Ha uses these to keep informed on the

current clothing fashions. These tools also

help Sam know about changes and new ideas in the

fashion world. Sam works in his office with

calculator and order blanks to purchase new

items for the store. Occasionally, he ha's to

return to the manufacturer orders that are not

right for Robin's Fine Feathers.

Another part of Sam's Job is to keep track

of what customers are buyi g. So he spends

some time in the store tal ing with salespeople

and customers. This helps him know what clothes

to reorder.

Occasionally, Sam travels to the city tc

attend fashion shsws put on by the large fashlon

"houses.° At fashion shows sam sees the very

latest in clothing styles. This helps !;im se:ect

styles which will sell at Rooin's Fine Feathers.
4111%
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I

Sam began his career straight from high

school. He worked as a salesperson in a large

clothing store chain in the city. After a few

years as a successful salesperson, Sam joined

a training program offered by the store.

Through this program, Sam learned the skills

he needed to be a buyer. After working with

the buying department at the store for sever-

al years, Sam decided he'd had enough city

living. His experience at the store helped

him get the job as, buyer for Robin's Fine

Feathers.

Sam enjoys working with fashions, but other

buyers may work for department store chains,

hardware stores, specialty shops, or mail-order

houses. In many small businesses, the owner of

the shop or the manager does the buyer's job.

In larger businesses, the owner hires a person

like Sam to handle the buying for the store.

4/I."'
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Pack 49

Stvdent matches synonym pairs.

Student writes sentences for synonym pairs

of his/her choice.

Notes

f--

Syntonyras
Synonyms are words that. have the same meaning. For ea word in the

left-hand column there is a word that means the same in the rimht-ha:d
-

col-

umn. Draw a line to connect tpach word in the left-hand column to its syno-

nym in the right-hand column.

1. uP-to-date

2. buy like

3. curre buyer

4. consimer employs

customer types

6, styles-

7. store

8. enjoy

9. hires

10. worker

Profession

employee

ser

shoo

purchase /

111
041411110 IIAMPOR9011

4

Choose five of the words from the left-hand column. On a separate sheet

of paper write a sentence using each of the words. Now write another set of

sentences using the synonYks for each of tne words you chose. You may use

the same sentence twice by inserting the synonyi' in place of the word you

'We

chose from the left-hand column.

49
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Student identifieb
search puzzle.

NOTE: .The wird "di
in the puzile, but
word list.

Pairs 50-51

types of stores in word

u9stinre" can be found'
Is not included in the

Notes

a

41www..1.111

Work Site Word Search
A buyer's job is to order product- for a store to aell the public.

A store's buyer also keeps track of what products are in estocK and 101tieh

products are selling best.

Large. stores hire a buyer or may4e several buyers to keep track of all

of these important areas for the store. Smaller stores mmy not hiLe a buy-

er. The buyer's job may be done by Abe store owner or the store merlager.

In any case, the buyer's job is very important anct &n every stc.re there

is'someone who does the buyer's job.

There are 25 words hidden in the puzzle on the facing page. All of the

words name different kinds of stores where buyers magnt work. See hOw many

of the store names ,you can find before you check t.::e list belowi Ail of tne

words are written in the puzzle from left to right and from top to bottom.

* * * a * It * * * * * 1111 it * * * * ** **(****** * * * *

antique

appliance

auto parts

beak

boutique

lawn and garden

office supply

pet

pharmacy

shoe

candy

clothing

department

discount

flower

50

souvenir

sporting goods

stationery

supermarket

toy

furniture

gift

grocery

hardwa.A1

jewelry

9
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Page 52,

Student uses synonym clues to fill in the
blanks in sentences.

10

a

Notes

Synonyms
Pill in the blank in each sentence. The word you sh u_i

onym for the word typed below each blank.

1. Sam filled out an order blank to
4

of ladies' blouses.

dlo

a new line

2. Sam joined a training program to learn the skills he needed for his

3. Sam is one ofsthe at Robin's Fine Feathers.
carsr4

4. Sam tries to order clothes that the "4/24stiamedr4 will
(users)

like.

5. Sam orders different clothing ...difdkati that will appeal
.r (types)

to a variety of customers.

6. Sam attending fashion shows.
likes)

. Sam learns about
(up -to -date)

fashion magazines, and fashion shows.

8. Robin

Feathers.

fashions from wholesalers,

Sam to be the buyer for Robin's Fine

9. Sass 'works in an office in the

10. 414404:;00torAd
(Buyers)

come into Robin's Fine Feathers to

clothipg.
urchase)

11. Clothing customers like to buy 4)..i-41 & clothing styles.
(current;

12. Robin's Fine Feathers Akorid 'Ps several salespersons.
(em0oys)

52
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86 Sales Representative

accounts .

administratiofi

bookkeeping
brochure
comparison
conference

Vocabul,m.

*developed in text, activity

demonstrate
descriptions

display
features

public relations
representative*

Page 53

Oiacuss illustration in conjunction with
reading story.

a

103
r--

Notes

Sales Representative
Sales representitives visit stores to display and demonstrate anlactur,

ern' products. They sell products to store owners and buyers. The owners

and buyers then sell the same products to the public.

A

53
104



Pars 54-55

Student reads story or instructor reads

story to student(s).

Notes

't A

10"

....-
Rep

Harold Shorr is a sales representative for a large clothing manufacturer.

He met with Robin and Sam at the store to introduce a new line of ladies'

blouses. Sam helped Harold carry in the

large suitcases containing the clothing

samples. When Harold had all of the

sample blouses arranged on the display

racks, he pointed out the special fea-

tures of each new style and fabric.

Wher Harold finished presenting

the new blouses, he talked with Sam

and Robin. They talked about the styles

and fabrics that would sell best at

Robin's Fine Feathers. Harold showed

Sam the price list and talked about

the special prices for certain blouses.

After San decided how many blouses be wished to order, Harold filed out

an order blank. He used a calculator to total the amount of the sale. Harold

gave one copy of the order to Sam and kept a copy to return to the manufactur-

er.

Before Harold left Rdbin's rine Feathers, he checked the stock in the

store to see how other products he dis-

plays were selling. re talked with the

salespeople to see how his products were

selling in comparison with other manu-

facturers' products.
Harold left a

brochure filled with product descriptions

of all the lines of clothing his manufac-

turer makes.

Harold's job as sales representative

is somewhat different than the jobs held

by salespeople.
While salespeople sell

directly to the consumers (people who

will' use tre prciduct), Earold sells to

the stores where the consumers buy products. Willie salespeople usually sell

one or two items to a consumer, Harold, aDa sales representative,
sells

54



dozens of items to his customers (the stores). Some salespeople travel [Can

door to door in a community selling products to cons' . Asa sales refre-

sentative, Harold travels in five states to sell clo. o different storeE.

Harold has other duties, also. Ne

kecis track of the accounts for the dif-

ferent stores that buy his products.

Sometimes he delivers products or gam-

pies and gives advice about the best

way to display products so they will

sell better. Sometimes Harold attends

trade conferences where he learns about

new products, new display aids, and new

ways to sell. products.

Harold began his career right out

of high school. He worked as a sales-

person in a large women's clothing

store. His experience with clothing helped him get a job as sales represent-

ative for a clothing manufacturer. The company trained him to sell their prod-

ucts to stores. Harold went to night

school to take courses in bookkeeping,

public speaking, and public relations,

so he could be a better representative.

1g.. roAatt
Pleat:we-7 A kii efLA,*

Harold enjoys most parts of his

job. He likes m .,ting and working with

a variety of people. He likes working

in a variety of places. Host of the

time Harold is on the road". Sometimes

he works ii an office he shares with

other sales representatives. This of-

fice is in the administration wing of

the factory. He often does paperwork
4m,

in his home.

I

Harold does not enjoy all of the traveling. He hopes to beccme district

manager so he can work in the office all of the time.

55 1.0



Page 56,

Student unscrambles letters to spell words
related to sales representative.

Student uses number :ode to spell a secret

message.

Notes

Scrambled Words
Unscramble the voids beLow to spell words that are, essociabeA with sales

representatives. Then write the circled letters in numerical order on tM

blanks at the bottom of the page. Bow quickly co i you find the. secret werd?

1. cesaltus ®.11 _L 0 12 A S (i)
1 16

2. yisplod cork I) .12 J A C. At

3. crept stll ig .E (1) 1_ Ek.. X
8 3

4. redro knolb s2 _g (i) g J3 i= Ate

13
X

5. tollocoruc .& a 12 (i) SI Ji:
2

1. cruhbore .2. a c .g, (i)
4

7. orc S1 (i
9

6. spleams S 114 12 J., AE7(i)
5

9. sturodoc fa 2. a .0 /1 T 6)
11

10. tosser ,5 jc a IL s
10

11. cootnuc L: L2 Q id 11 (g)
14

12. Oedrielev 1) E y, 0 (i) JE; 4E7

17 18

13. freenconce

14. trufcanerota JO A Al Ji.EAc4I22.12
12

1 2 3 4 5 6 9 1Q % 12 13 14 4 16 +7 18

56
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Page 57

Student uses words from scramble puzzle
to fill in the blanks of sentences.

Iii

Sentence Meaning
k

Fill .in the blanks in each sentence below. Use the words from the

Scramble Puzzle on the facing page to fill in the blanks.

1. Harold uses his AP422t, to travel to different stoles.

2. The blouses were hung on a

Notes seen better.

3. Harold stopped at several' AidTe14

4

of ladies' blouses.

4. Harold learned about new sales methods at the trade

last week.

S. Harold's company makes other

blouses.

SC they could be

to show the new line

besides ladies'

6. The sample blouses were kept in a large

7. The

dresses.

8. 0. Sometimes Harold /4 40edride samples and displays to the

stores.

had colorful pictures of the new line of

9. Harold works for a women's clothing

10. Harold keeps track or orders for each store's exoteezeente

11. The buyer looked for the cost of each item on the

12. Harold removed the _440tonmAlleedid

them on the display rack. I

rom the suitcase and hung

13. Harold wrote the items that the store wanted on an

14. He used a ata11.kIAL...c.,

15 Harold worked as a

clothing.

to total the cost of the order.

for a rzt:....Jactarer of Ladies'

it

57



Pate 58,

Student reads selection and infers products
sold by specific sales representatives.

Notes

112

Making Inferences
Each selection below describes part-oUthe !et of a certai4 set.* rtpresOokat4,11. #41a4

each selection. Use the cities in each selection to he you decide the land of pts4utts each

sales representative is selling. Use the work bank at ass bottom of the past to NV you

write the type of product each sales representative is selling on the line JO eactIseitalga.

Use a dictionary to Look up words you don't know. Not all or the e:Jrds In tike surd bAna MI I

bt used.

I. Evelyn stopped at each store about once a month. Each time she sheW4

buyers new perfumes or face creams. This month she introduced a new Line of

nail polish at a special price. Evelyn is a sales representative for a com-

pany that makes reldropiyagth4

2. Jack checked the display of toys. These seemed to be selling well. He

noticed that the store was buying shampoos from another manufacturer: Before

Jack left the store, he showed the buyer the new price list for flea and tick

products. Jack is a sales representative for a company that manufactures

fLe- r products.

3. Helena worked with the salesperson to show him how to set up an appealing

display. Coats and trousers were set up closest to the aisle. Neckties and

be were hung on a specially made rack. Helena works for a4mteam. rp

ets0 manufacturer.

4. Jay used a special order form to write down the buyer's order. The store

had ordered several spools of wire, 4 dozen light switches, 4 dozen outlet

boxes, and Y dozen fuses. Jay works for a company which manufactures

S. Megan stopped

left the factory,

and various kinds

facturer of

at the factory to pick up a supply of samples. When she

she had a carful of sample3 of cake flour, icing sugar,

f fillings. Megan is a sales representative for a mono-

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * word Bank

sporting goods

bakery needs

pet care

electrical supplies

11;*1

4

COSMetICS

men's clothing

1 1 3



C,

accountant*
clients
computer
deposit
efeiciettt

*developed in

B6 Accountant

Vocabulary

federal
finahcial
invoices
ledger*

mathematics

text/activity

organize
receipts
systems
wages

Page 59

Discuss picture in conjunction with reading
the story.

Notes

-- Aer

Accountant
This accountant keeps track of all of the money going into and out of

Robin's Fine Feathers. She knows how much money the stare is Lakin, in at

uses this money to pay the stores bills.



?ages 60-01

Student reads story or instructor reads
story to student(s).

ToOln (p.60). may be labeled after reading
Ltory.

...0.11. r111

Notes

e

Accountant
Twice a week Robin visits her accountant,

Jackie Stein. Jackie takes care of *II eke

paperwork that deals with the flow of money !In-

to and out of the store. Robin's fine re45 10bere

is onlynone of Jackie's clients. She doeu ac-

counting for several bugliAAASes iA her commu-

nity.

Jackie learned her accounting skills in the

Women's Air Force. She had always liked mathe-

matics. Afi.er leaving the Air Force, Jackie was

in an automobile accident that left her confined

to a wheelchair. She found that she could con-

tinue her career as an accountant by setting up

an office in her hors. She. keeps in touch with

her clients by telephone.

Jackie helps her clients set up efficient

bookkeept."1 systems. She tells them what infor-

mation she needs to know and the best way to or-

ganise the information. Jackie keeps track of

money coming into the store by checking the cash

register receipts. She also figures how much

sales tax needs to be paid to the government and

puts that much aside in a special account.

Robin brings receipts from all of the bank de-

posits, so Jackie can keep track of how much

money is in the account. Sometimes Jackie makes

bank deposits by mail, but more often Robin does

the banking:

Jackie also keeps track of all the money

that goes out of the store. Robin keeps copies

of all orders and brings them to Jackie,. Jacitie

enters each amoent into a ledger, or special

book used for-accounting. Jackie writes the

60

11111,



ra

checks to pay rental on thS store, eluctticity,

heat, and employees wages.

Jackie uses a calculator and p adding ma-
,

chine to help her manage alt of t4Se numPeras

She also has a computer to help her store finan-

cial information for her different clients, She

uses many different forms including banking with-

drawals and deposits, order forma and JinVoices,

and state and federal tax forms.%

Jackie enjoys her career as an accountant.

She likes working with numbers and with people. ik

1
4110.
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Accountant Word Puzzle
page 62 . Use the sentence clues at the bottom of the page and the letter clues an the

Student uses sentence clues to complete a
'word puzzle. 4

Notes

113 .

top of the page to fill in the blanks in the puzzle below.

(1

1. 0A L _1_ Jcl -11

c
3. 2. Ja.

4. _Xi _L JL _i_ _EL 0 -I:

5. _EL 0

6. -1_ n

. IL -a_ -±- t

8. a -C1 _I_ Act. _r)

9. n a At. Jr_ _CL _4 .0_ r__
10. 25. _LL __b _A: Xl- Sl- t -1- 43_

* i t i t e it * * * * * * * * * * * * * * A I * **** * * f *********
1. 24-44-36m, is an problem.

2r A machine used to add and subtract is called a

31. 32 x 21 m is a problem.

4. In the problem N4S 12 i", 12 is called the

S. The answer to an addition problem is called a

5. 48 12 is is a problem.

7. The answer to a division problem is called a

B. 1: is an example of a

9. The top numeral in a traction is called the

10. 15 - 6 sm is a problem.

62
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Page

Student matches numerals to dollar equiv-
alents written in words.

Notes

121

Number Words
Jackie writes the checks to pay the bills for Robin's Fine PeathetS. On

a check, the amount is written in numerals and in words. Match each numer

al written in the left-hand column to the same numeral, written _it words in

the right-hand column. Draw a line between each matching pair.

1. $469.96

2. $4.29

3. $48.39

4. $24.56

S. $468.96

6. 5245.68

7. $4,689.28

8. $2,456.89

9. 5246.58

10. $347.92

* ****** ..*** f t *

two hundred forty-six dollars and fifty-eight
cents.

four hundred sixty-eight dollars and ninety-
six cents.

four thousand nix hundred eighty-nine dollars
and twenty-eight cents.

four hundred sixty-nine dollars and ninety-
six cents.

three hundred forty-seven dollars and ninety-
two cents.

two thousand four hundred fifty-six dollars
and eighty-nine cents.

four dollars and twenty-nine cents.

twenty-four dollars and fifty-six cents.

forty-eight dollars and thirty-nine cents.

two hundred forty-five dollars and sixty-
eight cents.

* * * * * * 1A * a a * A * * *****

write the words for each of the numbers below.

1. 51.69

2. 513.74

3. 575.49

4. $123.68

5. S2,357.05

63 122



B6 Commercial Artist

Vocabulary

advertisement free lance*
challenge portfolio*
commerrial artist* represent

compromising studio
'deadline

*developed in text/settvity

Page 64

Discuss illustration in conjunction with
reading the story.

123

Ile

100PMINNI ^

Commercial Artist
This commercial artist uses a light table, ruler, and compass tc drab: and

letter advertisements. Her agtwork helps sell clouting for ilobia's fine
Feathers.

64 41'"

.=10
124



Pages 65-66

Student reads story or inStruenr reads
story to student(s).

Notes

120

a

Back at the store, Robin met with Pay Lattimore, the com-

mercial artist. Robin had hired ray to plan the advertising for

Robin's Fine Feathers' pre-holiday sale. Fay had brought sevetk

different advertisements for Robin to see. Robin and Fay discussed

each advertisement and Robin quickly chose two that sht'liked. Af-

ter compromising on the colors that would be used, Fay and Robin

chose the final advertisement that would represent Robin's Fine

Feathers.

Fay is a free lance ertlst. This means that she is not eft-

played by any company. She works for herself, taking whatever com-

mercial art jobs she chooses. ray works in a studio that is well

lighted. Her studio contains all of the tools and equipment she

needs to design advertising copy. Fay works at a lighted draft-

ing table that slants. She uses pens, brushes, pencils, and felt-

tipped markers to draw. She mayouse ink, paints, or crayons to add

color to her designs. In addition, ray uses scissors, erasers,

glue, compasses, and rulers.

All commercial artists develop a portfolio, or group of samples

of their best work. Fay began her portfolio in high school. Her

collection of work from her high school art classes helped her when



she applied to a college with a good commercial art program. As

she completed her college art courses, Fay updated her portfolio

by adding new samples of her bent work. This updated portfolio

helped Fay get a job witka large advertising firm. She received

specific training in advertising and much enperience on this job.

Now that Pay is on her own, she shwa; her portfolio to new clients

who may wish to hire her. She still updates her portfolio often.

Fay enjoys her work as a free lance commercial artist. She

does a variety of work. Sometimes she designs *ads" for newspapers,

magazines or television. She has even designed some greeting cards.

wrapping paper and billboards. NOrking to meet deadlines is often

hectic, but Fay feels that she handles the pressure well. It is a.

real challenge to work fast and complete artwork that makes her

feel proud of her job.

I
12t .



Page 67

, Student uses phrases provided to complete

outline.

12

Notes

Outlining
Fill in the blanks in the outline below using the words and phrases

from the word bank on the right-hand side of the page.

I. Commercial Artist

A. Tasks

1.

2.

3.

a. Tools and Equipment

1742isue i.+104
2.

3. Aahadk A

441ataddid#;TAA---.

Nord Dank

Commercial art program
in college

pens and ink

paint and brushes

designs advertisements

experience with an adver-
tising company

discusses work with clients

rulers and scissors

high school art classes

updates portfolio

lighted. drafting table

Choose one of the subtopics outlined above and write a short paragraph

telling about the commercial artist and that subtopic.

ei M111111111111!...11,

MP%

67
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Paco 68

Student unscrambles letters to spell words
. associated with commercial artists.

Student uses number code to spell out secret
message.

Notes

13o

Scrambled Words

Each of the scrambled words below is aseciated with the career 00,

coanercisl artist. When all of the words are unscrambled. write tha

circled letters in numerical order-on the lines at the bottom-of the

page. Now quickly can you find the secret message?

1. .treedgnivis (ip A. jJj ..C.T

13.

2. reef clam _E 1. A AL
1.7

3* toisud 6i) 42 12 a.
is

4. gradnift Kate .11 A
A 3.

10

S. eeP

6. shrub B (1?)
12

7. anipt a A IL

0. tiliim°°f -E .J0- £ 91 .E XL .1L. 9
9. spleas ....S. A 2 ..E. J.... ....

i

10. edelidee I/ .E.3V JCL .1. @ AL
9 16

* * * ft * f ft** ft*** ft flaft a ****

IttL _A
1 2 3. 4 5 6 7 6

A I S L a
11 12 13 14 15 16

68
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86 Trucker

Vocabulary

activity log* location
chauffeur's License properly
contact required
emergency secure
hazard

*developed in text/activity

Page 69

Discuss picture in conjunction with reading
the story.

132

Notes

t

Trucker

.11 °

This trucker delivers women's clothing from the factory tm Moore*

around the country. Today he is delivering goods to Reban's Fine.

Feathers.

INI 2.95-C

133



Pages 70-71

Student reads story or instructor reads story
'to student(s).

Label tool pictures after reading story.

Notes

Trucker

In the middle of the afternoon, Sam announced that

a new delivery of products had Arrived. Ihe truck wag

just backing into the loading dock. When the truck was

parked, the driver opened the back doors and unloadod the

goods. He used a hand cart to wheel the large boxes of

clothing into the storeroom. As he moved the boxes into

the storeroom, he checked off each item on his freight

bill. When every item was accounted for, he asked Sam

to sign the freight bill. The bill would be returned to

the manufacturer to prove that the shipment had been

received by Robin's Fine Feathers.

Dick Henson, the trucker, works for a large clothing

manufacturer. He delivers loads of clothing in a three-

state area. Each of his trips begins with loading the

truck at the manufacturing plant. Sometimes Dick loads

the truck himself and sometimes employees in the shipping

department 1,4ad for him. Dick always makes sure the load

is balanced and secure before he closes the truck. Just

before he leaves the plant loading dock, Dick looks over

the freight bills to see which items are to be delivered

at each of his stops.

Most of Dick's time is spent driving. Because most

stores are located in downtown areas, Dick must drive

the truck through heavy traffic areas. He uses his C.B.

radl., to contact other truck drivers who may be able to

warn him about traffic hazards. Dick uses road maps t'

help him find his way to new locations.

70
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I

Besides driving, Dick has other tasks. He keeps a

daily activity log which tells the time he started and the

times of all of his stops. He must keep track of the

freight bills and make sure that each is signed properly.

Sometimes he has to do emergency repairs on his truck if

it breaks down on a trip. He carries a tool kit with him

at all times.

In order to drive large trucks, Dick needed to have

a chauffeur's license. He went.to a training school to

learn the skills 'he needed to pass the test for his chauf-

feur's license. At the school, Dick learned how to drive

large trucks, tricks for loading securely, and about laws

which concern trucks. When he got the job driving for the

clothing manufacturer, the company trained him to do the

paperwork they required.

Dick is using this job to gain experience. He would like

to start a trucking company of his own in a few years. The

skills and knowledge he learns on this job will help him

start his own business.

' 71



Page 72

Student uses phrases provided to complete
an outline.

Notes

g

011110

Outlining
Use the words and phrases in the word bank on the righter stcht of tht

page to fill in the blanks in the outline below.

I. Trucker

A. Tasks

dyA;ed
2.

8. Tools and Equipment

1.

3. ±90e Agte
4 fiifttLeZdlif,(1.1

5.frifrAte,
C. Training and Requirements

1.

2.

Cora Sank

kruct drivers' training
school

drives the truck

hand cart

chauffeur's license

72

keeps trick of freight
bills

loads and unloads the
truck

truck

tool kit

makes emergency repairs

road maps

freight bill

keeps daily acitivity
log

V.....114
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Page 73

Student uses sentence clues to complete
a word puzzle.

Notes

t.

13,4

Trucker Word Puzzle

Use the letter clues at the top of the page and the sentence clues at

the bottom of the page to complete the puxxle.

(2 words)4.

1.

2, a
3. .13. -11.

J1 _41 Al

(2 words) 6. !C_

(2 words) 7.

t

U

C

e

r

12. A _I .

_s.

* * * * * * * * *

1. A collection of things used to repair a trvu, is called

2. The person who operates a vehicle is called a

3. The kind of license a driver needs to operate a large truck is

called a

It 4. A tool used to move boxes to and from a truck is called a

3. A large vehicle used to deliver goods is called a

b. A listing of the goods to be delivered is called a

7. A paper showing routes in a certain area is called a

44
73 14



86 Marketing and Distribution Review

Pages 74-76

Student completes outline to review facts
from Marketing and Distribution Career
Cluster.

14i

Novas

t,,

Outlining
Fill in the blanks in the outline below. You may look beck a tha

stories to help you 'remember.

Marketing and Distisibution Review

I. Buyer - Sam Isaacs

A. Tasks

1.

2.

3.

8. Tools and Equipment

1.

2.

3.

4.

C. Training

1.

2.

D. Work Places

1.

II. Sales Representative - Harold Shorr

A. Tasks

1.

2.

3.

B. Tools and Equipment eft

1.

74 142



2.

3.

C. Training

1.

2.

D. Mark Places

1.

2.

3.

III. Accountant - Jackie Stein

A. Tasks

1.

2.

S. Tools and Equipment

1.

2.

3.

=11
AIL

C. Training

1.rw,Iamm.,,F.,....1.
2.

D. Work Places

1.

2.

75

.*
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V. Commercial Artist

A. Tasks

1.

2.

3.

3

B. Tools and Equipment

1.

2.

3.

4.

fl*

C. Training

1.

2.

3.

D. Work Places

1,

2.

On a separate sheet of paper make an outline similar to those above

about the career of trucker.

p

76

147
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II SA-81

SA-82

1

Self Awareness
,ra

Performance Objectives

Students given instruction with (grade K) CHOICE folder activities B1 -SA -1

through 81-SA-5

Will demonstrate ability to:

- name 7 out of110 body parts (arms, ears, eyes, feet, hands head,

legs, mouth, nose, t rso) and

- identify 3 out of eelings (anger, fright, happiness, sadness)

- As evidenced by the stiiden participaNn In instruction with.the 5 CHOICE

folder activities

Students given instruction with (grade 1) CHOICE folder activities B2 -SA -1

through 82-SA-0 T,47

Will demonstrate ability tau

- name 5 out of 7 body parts (elbows, fingers, knees, shoulders, toes,

tongue) and

- identify 4 out of 5 senses (hearing, sight, smell, taste, touch)

- choose a favorite skill (climbing, dancing, listening, running, singing,

skipping, talking, walking)

As evidenceditly the students' participation
in.ifistruction with the 10 CHOICE

folder activities.

SA -83 Students given instruction with (grade 2) CHOICE Cder activities 113-SA-1. )

through 83-SA-8

Will demonstrate ability to:

- measure any of their own 5 body parts or classroom objects and

- name 3 differences between 2 homes they have lived in and/or 3

differences between 2 of.their friends

As evidenced by the students' participation it instruction with the 8 CHOICE

folder acOvities

SA-84 Studenti given instruction with (grade 3) CHOICE folder activities 84-3A-1

through 84-SA-7

Will demonstrate ability to:

- fill out own I.D. cards (name, address, phone or school bus number,

age)
- name the places on the human body where blood, bones, skull, veins,

and wrists are located

- identify 3 feelings (boredom, loneliness, bravery)

As evidenced by the students' participation in instruction with the 7 CHOICE

folder activities

SA-85 Students given instruction with (grade 4) CHOICE folder activities

through 65-SA-4

Will demonstrate ability to:

- identify 4 feelings (dreaminess, embarrassment, hurt, impatience) and /car

- name 4 "universal needs" (caring, clothing, food, shelter)

As evidenced by the students' participation in instruction with the 4 CHOICE

folder activities



SA-86 Students given instruction with (grade 5) CHOICE folder activities 66-SA -1
through B6-SA-5

Will demonstrate ability to:
- identify 2 feelings (hate, love)
- describe own physical appearance, prized possessions, prized activities,
and prized behaviors

As evidenced by the students' participation in instruction with the 5 CHOICE
folder activities

SA -87 Students given instruction with (grade 6) CHOICE folder activities 87-SA-1
through B7 -SA -4

Will demonstrate ability to:
- identify 2 feelings (belonging, rejection)

As evidenced by the students' participation in instruction with the 4 CHOICE
foyer activities



-Basic-

Job & Role Awareness
Performance Objectives

J6R-81 Students given instruction with (grade K) CHOICE 81 Student Log and CHOICE

folder activities B1 -JSR -1 through 81-J6R-8

Will demonstrate knowledge of:
- on-the-Job skills and tasks,

- tools and equipment, and/or
- work places
for 4 out of 6 workers in the ARTS AND HUMANITIES career cluster (actor,

artist, dancer, musician, puppeteer, teacher) and 4 out of 5 workers in

the HOMEMAKING career cluster (day care worker, housekeeper, janitor,

tailor, waiter)
As measured by the students completing, with 90% accuracy, the CHOICE 81 test

J611-82 Students given instruction with (grade 1) CHOICE 82 Student Log and CHOICE

folder activities 82-J6R-1 through 82-J6R-10
Will demonstrate knowledge of:

- on-the-Job skills and tasks,

II

-tools and equipment, and/or
-work places
for 4 out of 6 workers In the HEALTH career cluster (ambulance driver/

II

asttendant, dentist, dietician, eye doctor/optometrist, family doctor,

school nurse) and 4 out of 6 workers in the PERSONAL SERVICES career -.

cluster (blacksmith, day care worker, gas station attendant, hairdresser/

II

bather, television repairer, waitress)

As measured by the students completing, with 90% accuracy, the CHOICE 82 tests

1

Students given instruction with (grade 2) CHOICE 83 Student Log and CHOICE

folder activities 83-J6R-1 through 83-J6R-7
Will demonstrate knowledge of:

- on-the-job skills and tasks,
tools and equipment, and/or

- work places
for 4 out of 5 workers in the RECREATION career cluster (camp counselor,

coach, tour guide, travel agent, usher) and It out of 6 workers in the

TRANSPORTATION career cluster (airplane pilot, astronaut, mover,
railroad engineer, school bus driver, trucker)

As measured by the students completing, with 90% accuracy, the CHOICE B3 test

..)&11-B4 Students given instruction with (grade 3) CHOICE 84 Student Log and CHOICE

folder activities 84 -J&R -1 through 84-J6R-6

Will demonstrate knowledge of:
on-the-job skills and tasks,
tools and equipment, and/or
work places

for It out of 5 workers in the AGRIBUSINESS career cluster (farmer,

forest ranger, gardener, logger, miner) and 4 out of 6 workers in the

PUBLIC SERVICE career cluster (fire fighter, librarian, mail carrier,

nursing aide, policeice officer, sanitation worker)

As measured by the students completing, with 90% accuracy, the CHOICE 84 test
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.10-135 Students given instruction with (grade 4) CHOICE 85 Student Log and CHOICE

folder activities 85-.10-1 through 85-.10-9
Will demonstrate knowledge of:

- on-the-job skills and tasks,

- tools and equipment, and/or

- work places
for 4 out of 5 workers in the COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA career cluster

(announcer, journalist, performer, photographer, telephone lineworker)

and 4 out of 6 workers in the construction career cluster (architect,

carpenter, cement mason, electrician, heavy equipment operator, plumber)

As measured by the students completing, with 90% accuracy, the CHOICE 85 test

J&R -86 Students given instruction with (grade 5) CHOICE 86 Student Log and CHOICE

folder activities 116-J&R-I through 86 -J&R -6

Will demonstrate knowledge of:
- on-the-job skills and tasks,

- tools and equipment, and/or

- training places
for 4 out of 6 workers in the MANUFACTURING career cluster (assembly

worker, chemist, machinist, textile designer, union representative,

fielder) and 4 out of 5 workers in the MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION

career cluster (accountant, buyer, commercial artist, sales representative,

trucker)
As measured by the students completing, with 90% accuracy, the CHOICE 86 test

Jt,R-B7 Students given instruction with (grade 6) CHOICE B7 Student Log and CHOICE

folder activities 87-J6R-1 through 137-JSR-7

Will demonstrate knowledge of:
- on-the-job skills and tasks.

tools and equipment, and/or
- work places
for 4 out of 5 workers in the BUSINESS AND OFFICE career cluster

(actuary, assistant bank manager, cashier, clerical worker, computer

operator) and 4 out of 5 workers in the MARINE SCIENCE career cluster

(boat builder, commercial diver, fish hatchery technician, hydrographer,

marine biologist)
As measured by the students completing, with 90% accuracy, the CHOICE B7 test



-Basic-

Decision Making/Goal Attaining

Performance Objectives

DMGA -B1 Students given instruction with (grade K) CHOICE folder activities Ell-MCA-1

through Bl-DMGA-9
Will demonstrate ability to identify 2 of the following steps in the

DMGA process:
- what do you want?

- use resources (people)

- find out (helpers)

- know values (choose, prize)

- goal
As evidenced by the students' participation in instruction with the 9 folder

activities

DMGA-82 Students given instruction with (grade 1) CHOICE folder activities 82- DMGA -1

through B2-DMGA-4
Will demonstrate ability to identify 3 of the following steps in the

DMGA proce4s:
- what do you want?

- use resources (people)

* know values (choose, prize)

- goal
As evidenced by the students' participation in instruction with the 4 folder

activities

DMGA-B3 Students given instruction with (grade 2) CHOICE folder activities 133-DMGA-1

through 83- DMGA -8

Will demonstrate ability to identify 4 of the following steps in the

DMGA process:
- what do you want?

- use resources (people)

- find out (obstacles, helpers, time)

- know values (choose, prize, act)

- plan
act

- goal
As evidenced by the students' participation in instruction with the 8 folder

activities

DMGA-B4 Students given instruction with (grade 3) CHOICE folder activities 134-DMGA-1

through B4-DMGA-8
Will demonstrate ability to identify 6 of the following steps in the

DMGA process:
- what's going on?

- what do you want?

- find out (obstacles, helpers, time)

- decide
- act
- goal

use resources (people, experience, reading)

know options and outcomes
- plan
- check progress

As evidenced by the students' participation in instruction with the 8 folder

activities Id



DMGA-85 Students given instruction with (grade 4) CHOICE folder activities B5-DMGA-1

through 85-DMGA-8
Will demonstrate ability to identify 8 of the following steps in the

DMGA process:
- what's going on?

- what do you want?
- use resources (people, experience, reading)

find out (obstacles, helpers, time)
- know options and outcomes
- know values (choose, prize, act)

- decide
- plan
- act
- check progress
- modify goal (if necessary)

As evidenced by the students' participation in instruction with the 8 folder

activities

DMGA-B6 Students given instruction with (grade 5) CHOICE folder activities B6-DMGA-1

through B6-DMGA-9
Will demonstrate ability to identify the following steps in the

DMGA process:
- what's going on?
- what do you want?

- use resources (people, experience, reading)

find out (obstacles, tApers, time)

know options and outcomes
- know values (choose, prize, act)

- decide
- plan
- act

- check progress
- modify goal (if necessary)

As evidenced by the students' participation in instruction with the 9 folder

activities

OmGA-6 7 Students given instruction with (grade 6) CHOICE fo

through B7-DMGA-9
Will demonstrate ability to identify the following

DMGA process:
- what's going on?
- what do you wnat?

use resources (people, experience, reading)

find out (obstacles, helpers, time)
know options and outcomes

- know values (choose, prize, act)

decide
- plan
- act
- check progress
- modify goal (if necessary)

A evidenced by the students' participation in inst

activities

150
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116

ACCOUNT

Curriculum Content

ISTRIRUTIOM

rporations to organize and run their finances

efficient and profitable way. E compiles, and analyzes bookkeeping accounts

Estimates expanses. Maple set 41, t policies. Researches price trends. Prepares

temente and tax returns. Gives legal testimony that clients' business and tax records

and complete. May specialize ins 1) general or public accounting, 2) management

or corporations, industries, busi or 3) accounting.for government agencies.

TOOL

adding nes, calculators, computers.
PMENT: Receipts and other records of iness transactions, legal references, contracts,

I

WORK PLACES: f ices in accounting iliZZ4Tices of clients in private

for governeen les.

TRAINING: High col, plus two year programs at community coil

or armed services. Courses include mathematical computation,

relations, business law, computer technology. four or six year

specialties or for teaching.

business, industry, or

schools, universities,

t, industrial

ired for some

I

COMMERCIAL ARTIST

SKILLS A TASKS: Creates artwork designed to promote

Prepares illustrations and designs advertising disp

labels, signs, wallpaper, gift wrapping, greeting

lettering and layout (choosing, planning, and arr

photographs, and lettering). Mikes charts, maps

clients' ideas. Must meet deadlines and comp

MIS & EQUIPMENT: Light table, drawing board

scissors, erasers, glue, rulers, and other str

photographs, personal portfolio (collection of

deal r to pe

rds, billboard

ng c or

t.. se 11

people to buy products.

magazines, TV commercialn,

tc. Sketches, paints, does

and positions of artwork,

drawing to communicate

, ink

igh

at wo )

brushes, wa Pa

tip markers,

ts,..compasses,

WORK PLACES: Well-lighted, ventilated stud' or of ce t advertising departments bf large

companies, department stores, art schools free lance art: its-may work at home or advApising

agencies ar other businesses.

TRAINING: High school art classes and art ograms at colleges and schools ef art and

PRACTICE. On-the-job training at printing art studios. Preparation of personal por

most important.

sign.

folio it.

151 BEST C11 AVAILABLE
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.111.

LIING AND DISIR1RiTION

LOCAL Lam 01

11: a, factor es, and farms to distributors. Inspects

eepe occur e freight bills, receipts, delivery

. Ooes mi r repair and maintenance wo ruck

c conditi Local driver loads loads frei

Is freight r long dist often in diesel-

y from workii. rs weekly.
times daily. L

r 1

aa di ch r

freight and bill fl

and

qj and

wholesale

rucking companies.

ys. I

conatrut.

activity log,

mallets, wren*

osding stations at manufac-

ies, freight and express

TRAINING: Must own commercial (chauffeur's) driver's license. Mechanical ability

Experience driving trucks and tractor trailers (privately owned or in armed eervi

job training as driver or driver's helper.

BUYER

SKILLS 6 !ASKS: Purchases merchandise which appeals to mist

salers for retail business and stores. Researches buying

self with employer's stock and custumers. Orders samples

about changes in existing products and development of

schedules and activities.

10015 & EQUIPMENT: Newspapers, faShion or trademagazi

merchandise return forms, plane tickets.

WORK PIACIS: Offices at retail stores, especially clot

shops, mall-order

(RAINING: High 1 pI.,i on-the-job training as sale

specialised t ions or managessint programs a

SKILLS A

and of

value

basis

Inv

°the

.. lot

100LS

hosit

WORK

a large company or mmufactur stores

quantity. Desclioes and di uses and

accounts (ag4eaments to 11 products to one pl aregula

spits f buyers of new p to and prices. stock

ATM' la:products, researches activities and p is of

credit recoirds. Attends trade conferences. Na t avel

stir, perailaieive, and persistent. Must speak cleilrky.
4

to be slid, price.
I

lists, prod Oct descriptions, c

aces of business (1 t tutions, retail stores, wholesale

work may be dories at, home or in in product manufacturer's

152
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B6

UNION REPRESENTATIVE

SKILLS d TASKS: Helps protect

tiona, interpreting wdrkeitiontriictf:

on behalf of workers to sal

of their rights and the

grievances (documents de

through counselling and

union members find housi

HANUFACTURIK

a of union members by investigating complaints about working condi-

mediating disputes between workers and management. Speaks

, improvements in working conditions, etc. Informs workers

protect them. Hears workers' complaints and helps them file

and how the aggrieved (complainer) wants it settled)

is with companymmnagementand other officials. May hole

Ss Offices at

roams

a

ts such as contracts and grievance papers, current

At some work sites, herd hat and safety tassel.

ls, foundries, schools, and union headquarters. "Pits"

tap emnagement negotiate).

and as a member. College courses in public

speaking (soma udies) are ful.

TEXTILE DESIGNER

SKILLS A TASKS: Uses artistct Ant -meet ith

and printing processes to design weaves, knits, and

Studies fabric construction and researches best uses

of fabrics. Compares fabric printing processes. Tra

in the fashion industry to get new ideas and to find

shows and textile industry presentations.

TOOLS & EQUIPMENT: Paper, paint, brushes, drawing boa

looms and knitting machines (to test strength of new

textile trade and faehion periodicals, camera.

WORK PLACES: Offices and studios for textile compan es

may work at home.

text ion,

signs.

weaknesses

others

cfnion

TRAINING: High school art classes, schools of art and

WELDER

SKILLS & TASKS: Joins metal parts to build and Tilt metal objects us

pressure. Cuts and

or does preparatory t

in one welding techni

an

r

hol

t

. Uses blueprint to plan work. Cl

Finally, uses t rch to Join meta

arc or electric/we sing (uses heat f

tylene wet heat from

pressure),

'arch, welding rods, torch

), welding mask, "leathe

hammer or chipper (cleans

along welding lines).

au

war

IRA!

weldi

physics

,roes in : fling (a kind of drawing), blueprint reading, metal ;I'd

ticeship ,rograms (three years leads to certification). High

11 test

°phone,

Ile designers

times

together

ialize

t judos from

melt metal),

hydrogen arc).

electrode

gloik's and some-

er metal after

roducts. Shops which repair metal parts of ships, hoildirup,

p4470tes. Prodluct inn lint' welders do repsi r it r ve

do varied typeu of work.

153
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V

HACHINISI

SKILLS & I

in buildi

based on

Meinta

of an

(like

or

b

dui

-3 =chi

it of

specifi

eggs

as tins

May

ibili

MANIAC TURING

hand Dols to shape metal blocks into tools and parts used
other ivies. Plans steps and selects tools for each task
juste ine tools according to the type of foetal being shaped.

inert' Measures and checks accuracy of all work up to I/10,000
May rate varied machine tools or may make one type of object

in 1 immrking specifications on metal for production machiniste),
tiny adjusting all machines in a shop and so suet have

perfo by machinists are: setting up, cutting, dowel fitting
plani

tools ( r dri tools which holdainetal block in place while ,,it's
size shape ) 1 then (machines that shape metal or wood by turning rapidly
-scut lig toad), broaches red bits pulled through holes to make them bigger).
an calipers, gauges, mic tars, scales. Hand finishing tools such as files,

and screwdrivers. Safety gl and steel-toed shoes.

TOOLS

meal

TR

prrams(f
median a

I

trial areas at machine

41 r shops.

CHEMIST

/EA

;

production departs t of mekalworking factories,

school courses in machine and mechanics

years) include classroom traininglin math, science

High school courses in algebra, geometry and physics

SKILLS & TASKS: Researches, tests, and experiments to make

create new compoundsliWesynthetic fuels or food preservati

according to manufacturers' standards. Studies co posits

to determine or analyze ingredients. CondWcts quality

tests, and experiments using charts, graphs,

(instructions which tell what kinds and how

mix the ingredients. Teaches lab skills and

writing or sales work.

TOOLS & EQUIPHENT: Ruler, mic

amounts), tweezers, elemental

recipes), recorder (draws 1.

in materials), pollution testi

the-job apprenticeship

ading, technical drawing,

ful.

Uses facts to

s in various products

er. Tests samples

Its of observations,

sheets, or manufacturers

NO Olt it result4 and how to

electivity. May do technical

gloves, hypodermic need; trio scale (to measure tiny

ine, sample bottles test tubes, batch sheets (like

paper), porosimete (s asures size and amount of air space
ta.

WORK PLACES: Well-lighted labs

research organizations, colleges
ries, and classrooms for private industry, non-profit

ies, and market research firms.

istry for beginning positions like lab or research
or teaching positions. 00-the-job training.

TRAINING: College degree (f

assistant. Graduate training

ASSEkOLY WORKER

SKILLS & TASKS: Re pea

day. May operat elchinery

MIS Ix EQUI

mg or packaging one type of item) over a full workinf,

st be accurate and safety conscious.

as ear plugs or safety glasses.

ch produce or package just about anything that can be

cosmetics, toys, tools, banks, hardware, vehicles, precintsu
furniture . just about anything you can name.

WORK PtACES:' to
found in stores i

instruments, medi

TRAINING: On-the-eat.
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Manut acturing

Workers in the Manufacturing Career Cluster work to

produce the goods used by all of us. They work together

to make products like cars, appliances, clothing, toys and

many other articles.

Manufacturing workers make processed goods. Processed

goods are things that are not used in tieir natural forms.

Processed goods are things that are made from natural pro-

ducts. They cannot be grown or mined. The materials
manufacturing workers use to make processed are called

raw materials. Cotton is a raw material used to make cloth.

Rubber is a raw material used to make automobile tires.

As you read the stoty about Josh Simmons, you will

learn about several workers in the manufacturing career

cluster. Ask yourself if you would like to do any of these

jobs.

1
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Raw- Materials

Raw materials are the substances used to make pro-
cessed goods. Manufacturing workers process or change
the raw materials to make them into more usable goods.

For instance, sheep's wool is a raw material. It
is gathered, cleaned, combed, and spun to make yarn.
Cleaning, combing and spinning are ways to process wool
into yarn. Yarn can be used in more ways than sheep's

wool. The yarn then becomes a material for other manufac-
turing workers who knit, Crochet, or weave the yarn into
blankets', wafters, or clothing. These processed goods
have more uses than yarn.

Match each raw material below to a product or pro-
cessed item that is made from that raw material.

Raw Material Product

wool peanut butter

trees flour

petroleum yarn

iron lumber

wheat maple sugar

rubber plastic

sugar cane automobile bodies

peanuts tires

maple sap granulated sugar

2
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Raw Materials

Many products are made from several raw materials. For

instance, some of the raw materials used to make an automobile

are: steel (body and frame), plastic (steering **eel, uphol-

stery), rubber (tires), fabric (upholstery), and glass (wind-

shield).

List at least two raw materials used in making each of i

the products listed below.

pencil

pen

bicycle

chair

-telephone

television

lamp

door

refrigerator

."=/./m/NM...1.//

..mwm.
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Union Representitive

This union representative helps companies and workers

solve problems about salary, working hours, working conditions,

and other areas of concern.

4



#31.326 <4?,,te .

Rrrringl Josh Simmons reached across the bed and turned
off the alarm. He yawned and mumbled as he dragged himself
from his warm bed to the bathroom. The hot water of the
shower began to wake him. He started thinking about the day
ahead.

Josh is a union representative. This means that Josh
speaks for the workers who belong to his union. Workers join
the union to help protect their salaries, to help improve their
working conditions, and to protect their rights as workers.
When the workers and the company bosses or management can't
agree to solVe a problem, Josh comes to help the workers pre-
sent their side of the problem. He listens to all sides of
the problem or dispute, then helps the management and the
workers settle on a solution that is agreeable to both sides.
This is called mediating. Josh's most important job is to
mediate a dispute about working conditions at Grant Automotive
Industries.

As the morning temperatuoe began to rise, Josh got into
his cpr for the trip to Grant Industries. Josh uses his car
like a traveling- office. He travels to different factory
locations a lot, Ru he must make sure he has everything he
needs in the car. He keeps legal reference books with him in

the car. He checks these to make sure that he doed nothing
illegal when he mediates disputes. He also carries grievance
papers. These are special forms that workers fill out when
they have a complaint against their company. He keeps union
literature like booklets and pamphlets to hand out to workers.
Unic,a literature explains to workers how their union can help

them. Josh always has a hard hat and safety glasses id his

car in case he needs to tour a factory or a construction site.

As Josh drove to Grant Automotive Industries, he thought
about the things he would have to do today. Speaking in front
of a group of people is something Josh learned in a public
speaking course in college. This course taught him how to
organize facts and present them in the best possible way. His

political science courses also taught him how to deal with

people. Josh knew that he would use all of his skills to settle

this dispute.

5
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Welder
This welder is using a torch and a welding rod to join

two pieces of metal. The torch melts the welding rod across

the two pieces of metal. When it cools and rehardens, the

metal will be.joined securely.

7



Welder

Once Joshua reached Grant Industries he went to the

main office. He had an appointment with the board of

directors. A young woman greeted Josh and said, "Hello,

Mr. Simmons. We've been expecting you." He followed her

to the conference roam and shook hands with the chairman
of the committee. "Good morning, Joshua. Let's get right

down to business. I know you've heard the workers' griev-

ances, but you haven't heard ours. We feel their complaints,

are unfair. The committee feels that the workers are paid

enough, are often late, take breaks when they shouldn't,
and they're just not working hard enough."

"Well, W. Chairman, I think we should take one case

at a time," began Josh. "The welders and the machinists

want the shop renoVated. The Ventilation is poor and

produces unhealthy working conditions."

The chairman interrupted excitedly, "Those shops are

the pride of our industry. We have purchased the newest

tools and machinery."

"Maybe so," Josh said. "But they are using welding

torches to join metal parts to build and fix metal objects.

The process uses intense heat and pressure. When they cut

and shape the metal, smoke and gases are given off and they

linger in the air. Without a proper ventilation system,

the fumes are hazardous to the workers' health."

Another member of the committee said, "They don't know

what they're talking about."

Josh explained, "Welders are well-trained people. They

have attended vocational school and have taken courses in

drafting, blueprint reading, and metal and welding shops.

They also experienced an on-the-job apprenticeship program
for 3 years before they got certified. They know what they're

talking about."

The committee members talked among themselves for a few

minutes. A very tall man stood up and loudly said, "The

welders don't weld all the time. They have other jobs to do.

When they aren't welding, the air can clear."

Josh said, "That's true. They do have other things to

do. They read and use blueprints of the planned work. The

welders also select materials according to the types and

thickness of the metals to be welded. The metal must be

cleaned and clamped. All these things are done in the same

shop. While the welders are doing these jobs, they are still

breithing the poisonous fumes."

8
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Welder Crossword

Across

1. a place where a person gets
trained for a job (two words)

7. welders use welding to
join metal pieces together

8. a good ventilation system
circulates fresh

9. place where welders work

10. how many years that a welder
is an apprentice

11. the material welders use
often

12. The welders have faith that
Josh will help him. They

him.

13. Welders take courses in this

form of drawing.

14. The welders wanted the ven-

tilation . (made new,

repaired)

15. The management bought the
welders the newest
(means mechanical 46i Fir

16. Weldi4 uses intense

17. To join metal pieces by heat
and pressure.

18. The detailed plans on paper.

10

Down

1. a system for circulating air

2. learning on-the-job while
someone experienced is teaching
you

3. this is given off when welding

4. fumes are hazardous to your

5. welders use intense heat and

6. a substance that can Lake some-
one sick or can kill is
(As in fumes)

161
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Machinist

This machinist is using a drill press to drill holes

in metal.

12
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Josh could tell that the directors were now
listening to him. "The machinists work on the other
side of the same shop," Josh said. "They use machine
tools and hand tools to shape metal blocks into tools
and parts. The parts are used for cars and for the
machines in thc factory. Machinists, like the welders,
use blueprints while in the shop. In addition, they
maintain and repair the equipment and machinery. They

set up the materials, cut, drill, bore, file, grind,
and plan in the shop. The ventilation must be just
right for them.

The chairman said, "We're beginning to see your
point. Go on."

"Thank you, Mr. Chairman. As you know, machintpts
are well trained also. They go to vocational schoorand
study machine shop and mechanical drawing. Machinists
are part of a four year on-the-job apprenticeship pro-
gram, including classroom training in math, science,
blueprint reading, technical drawing, and mechanics."

"O.K., Mr. Simmons. You drive a hard bargain. The

welders and machinists will have their shop renovated."

"Great," Josh said. "Let me just tell you that the
machinists are happy with their new machine tools, lathes,
(machines that shape metal and wood), safety glasses, and
other needed tools."

v

4

3

13
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Word Puzzle

Directions: Find where the words fit in the puzzle.
A letter goes in each box. Hint--use letters already
in the puzzle to lead you to other words. Count the
letters in the words. Use words only once.

OHIO
1311 0

DIME 13 CI
NMI IIEN11111111111

II 111

111111/21E111111111111 WWI

11MIII II
111

11111311111311111111 IMMO

0E1011 1101111111111110 0
1013

blueprint
bore
cars
cut
drill
equipment
factory
file

grind
hand tools
lathe
machinists
machine tools
maintain
math
mechanical drawing

14

metal
parts
plan
repair
safety glasses
shape
shop
technical drawing
vocational school

16s



Outlining
41P.

Use word 'and phrases from the list on the right-hand side of the page

to fill in the blanks in the outline on the left-hand side of the page.

Machinist

I. Jobs and Tasks

A.

B.

C.

D.

e

II. Tools and Materials

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

III. Training

A.

B..

C.

1

on -thy --job

drills

repair machinery

metal blocks

read blueprints

vocational school

grinders

shape metal blocks

lathes

maintain equipment

files

blueprints

apprenticeship



Assembly Worker
'This assembly worker stands in the same place all day long. The parts

that he must assemble come to him on (1,1 endless belt. He spends his

work time assembling car door handles.

.16



The next problem on Josh's list was the 20% raise demanded by the

assembly workers. Although assembly workers have no special training,

they are the baCkbone of any factory. They perform the tedious jobs

that need to be done over and over. Many workers like this kind of

job because it requires little thought. When their shift is over, they

can go home and forget about work.

In many factories assembly workers stand in front of a moving con-

veyor belt all day long. The pieces that they assemble move along the

belt: Each worker assembles his part of the object, then it moves to.

the next worker who assembles another portion of the object. When the

object reaches the end of the assembly nine, it, is complete or ready to

move to another assembly line.

Assembly workers are trained on the job. Wherever they work, as-

sembly workers are taught to do the specific jobs on which they will

work. They may be trained to use special tools needed to complete the

job properly. In some cases, assembly workers use safety equipment likt

safety glasses, face masks, ear plugs, or gloves.

As Josh thought about the assembly workers, the conference room be-

gan to fill with a murmer of people talking. "We refuse to give the aE-

sembly workers a 20% raise. We could automate the shop and use machine

for many of the jobs they do. A 20% raise is not in the best interests

of Grant Automotive Industries."

"Nevertheless," Began Josh, "there are a lot of assembly workers

in your factory, and they have all united for this raise."

"I'm sorry," the chairman insisted, "a 20% raise in salary is out

of the question."

"But the cost of living went up 8%," Josh said angrily.

The board members discussed the problem. After a few minutes, the

chairman said, "We'll give them a 12% raise."

Josh knew that the assembly workers would agree to a 12% salary in-

crease. He had already talked to the workers to find out the lowest in-

crease they would accept. "They'll take it!" Josh exclaimed.

Everyone decided to break for lunch. Although Josh's morning had

been a hard one, he was very pleased, that he had mediated all of the

issues on his list. He felt that everyone had agreed to settle fairly.

1 7i



Crossword Puzzle

Across

1. The assembly workers work for

=1.1==11

2. The people who work on an
assembly line.

7. The place where Josh and the
management were talking.

10 What you do with a knife or
a Ocissor.

Down

3. Worn over the eyes for pro-
tection.

. 4. Worn to block out somsinoise.

5. Fighting between two groups.

6. The assembly workers receive
this type of training (3 words).

8. The leader of a committee.

13. Places where assembly workers
work. 9. most important

%elk

14. The assembly workers wanted a 11. The price of day to day ex-

20% raise in penses (3 words).

15. joke 12. tools that do work

17. A low, continuous sound, espe- 16. A written set of agreements.

cially of voices.

19. to join

21. face protectors

22. a place to learn

23. to run machines

24. worn over hands
rw.

18

18. hind of tub

20. woven container

4
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Root Words and Affixes
Assembly workers put parts together to make new products. In the same

way, we can put work parts together to make new words. Use the prefixes,

suffixes, and root words below to assemble new words.

re

re'

protect +

manage + ment

dis + agree

produce

present ation

tion

grieve + ance

dis + appoint

un + fair

hazard + ous

ment

ment

41
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Rearrange each group of word parts below to assemble new words.

fair -ly -un

mis -ment -manage

ed-protect-un

ation-re-present

ment-appoint-re

present-ative-re

union -re

ment-agree-dis

20
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TrO False

Read each sentence below and decide whether the sentence is true or

false. Vrite "T" in the circles near the true sentences; "F" in the cir-

cles near the false sentences.

1. An assembly worker does many different jobs during the work day.

a

(2)
2. Some assembly workers wear safety glasses to protect their eyes.

i

3. An assembly worker,rmst think carefully to plan his/her work day

05
o6
07

. Assembly workers are not important workers in a factory.

Assembly workers need to go to college to learn the skills they

use on the job.

. Assembly workers use conveyor belts to keep their aprons in

place.

. A tedious jobis a job that is exciting and changes often.

. Some jobs that were done by assembly workers are now being

done by Machines.

9. Assembly workers are usually trained on the job.

0 10. Assembly workers may wear face masks tc, protect their ears

from loud noise.

(:12) 11.
Some assembly workers are trained to use special tools to help

them do their job properly.

21



Textile Designer

This textile designer draws patterns to be printed on cloth to make

patterned fabric. She learned her skills by taking art classes in high

school and college.

22



Grant Automotive Industries had just hired a textile

designer. Josh's job included meeting the new worker and
learning about all her job duties. After lunch he walked

down to the factory.

The textile designer was waiting for Josh. As soon as

he opened the door, she said, "Hello, Mr. Simmons. I'm

Brenda Smith."

"Hi, Brenda. PletE2e call me Josh."

"Thank you, Josh. I've been told you want to hear

about my job and see where I work!"

"Yes, I'm glad the office told you I was coming."

"Actually, Josh, I'm an artist. I took art in high
school and then went to a school for art and design. My

favorite classes were always in fashion."

"Then why didn't you go into making designer jeans or

something like that?" Josh asked.

"In a way, I did. My last job was designing fabric

for clothing. It was fun. I used to travel a lot, meeting

with buyers and other designers in the fashion industry.`

And I can't count the number'of fashion shows I went to."

goy

"That sounds so exciting. Why did you leave yonr job?"

Brenda explained, "It was exciting, but the competition was

beginning to wear.me down. I always had.to be better than some

other designer. This job is more relaxing and I can settle down

and have a family. That's one thing I could never do in my other

job. I traveled too much.°

Brenda and Josh walked around her studio. She showed

him many fabric samples that she uses. As Josh looked around

the room, he saw a lot of supplies. There were pencils,

paper, paint, brushes, drawing boards, rulers, looms, cameras,

and more.

23
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Across

1. used to take photographs

3. to draw quickly

4. place where textile designer
works

Across (cont.)

21. things used to draw

22. the textile designer's lame

Down

Brenda's job title (2 words) 2. another name for fabric

11. strain, pressure 5. jobs, chores

12. a person who draws and paints 6. reached a decision

13. current style of dress 8. machines used to weave
material

9. tables used for sketching

10. a contest, match

14. to go from place to place

16. argued

17. people who purchase clothes
and materials

18. another word for material
(cloth)

19. to plan or hketch out

20. .same as 12 across

24

13. a large place where Brenda
and all the other workers do
their jobs

15. tools used Am painting
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Scrambled Words

Unscramble the words below to make words related to the career of tes-

tile designer.

ixteelt

2. snidgere

3. starti

4. siboanf

5. bacfir

slepam

7. doitus

clinep

9. reppa

10. cearam

11. urrel

12. shrub

13. niapt

14. olom

26
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Chemist
This chemist attended college for a total of 6 years. She works

at Grant Automotive Industries. Her job includes mixing dyes for

fabrics and plastics used in making automobile upholstery.

182



Chemist

Josh said, "The chairman told me you'd be working hand in

hand with the chemist. What do textile designers have to do

with chemists?"

a lot," said Brenda. "The chemists produce synthetic

fabrics for me to use. They also make the dyes or the fabrics.

After making a dye, the chemist tests it for quality. The chemist

also tests dyes he didn't make."

"Do the chemists do anything else?" asked Josh.

"Sure. They mkt synthetic fuels for the cars to run on.

The fuels always need to be improved and tested for quality.

The chemist records all his observations. Then, the data can be

plotted on a graph or a chart."

Josh asked, "Brenda, will you take me to the chemistry lab?"

"Sure," said Brenda. "Let's go."

Once in the lab, Josh saw rows of tables. On each table was

a microscope, racks of test tubes, burners, and a rack of .tools.

Each tool rack had a pair of gloves, a pair of tweezers, a knife,

and other tools. All the workers looked busy in the well-lighted

lab.

Josh glanced to the left and he saw a small roam. Brenda

explained that the room was an office. That's where all the files

were kept. All information had to be strictly recorded. On the

wall were several diplomas. Some were from colleges, and others

were from graduate schools. Each of the research chemists had a

Waster's degree in chemistry and each assistant had a Bachelor's

degree.

28 cza 1 c=a) I
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Word Puzzle
a

Use the sentence clues on the bottom half of the page to fill in the

blanks in the words on the top half of the page.

2. II

elo

110.1.0.1.011 0.10 1100..0100 .1...1111.1.111t 1 011111M

3. E111.

4. 11111

5. I

OMPO.N.M. 11101111MMI 110=0.111.1) 1.ff f!
7. T

INEMPI=. 11.

INI111M11 IMMPP

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

1. A chemist uses a.. to make objects look larger

2. Chemists use chemicals to make fabrics and fuels.

3. Chemicals are sometimes mined in glass containers called

4. A worker who knows about and uses chemicals is called a

5. Information is kept in

6. "14,- chemist used to pick up the fabric sample and

place it in the vat of dye.

7. A chemist works in a which is a large room that

contains all of the equipment he needs to do experiments.

29
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Word Search

Directions: Find the listed words in the puzzle.

synthetic fabrics

dyes

tests

quality

fuels

improved

observations

data

plotted

graph

chart

lab

Assor

aegree

table

microscope

tubes

burners

racks

tools

gloves

tweezers

knife

files

records

research

30
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Union Represtrative .

40.

, Josh was surprised to find out that it was 4:30.

He had spent his whole day at Grant Automotive Industries.

After thanking Brenda, Josh went back to his car and drove!

home. ) He knew that his job wasn't over yet. The union

leadetsVould want to knok the results of his meeting with

the board of directors. Josh was pleased with himself. He

helped solve problems between the workers and the manage-

ment, and he learned about two more jobs.

That 0 ght, Josh was very tired. Zia day still wasn't

over. Hel d to prepare for the next day of being a

union rep ntative.

et
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Logical Validity

In each of the following paragraphs, draw
which does not belong.

1. Josh Simmons is a union rep-
resentative. He helps the members
of his union learn about the ben-
efits their union provides. Scw"e

unions provide health, dental, d
life insurance for their membex.
The word union means connection.
Unions may provide help for unem
ployed members. Most unions help
members solve problems at work.

3. When a worker has a problem op
the job, he may see his union rep-
resentative. The union representa-
tive will help the worker file a
grievance form. Unions use many
different forms. The grievance
form explains the problem the
worker is having on the job. The

union representative gives the
grievance paper to the company
Management. Usually the company
must respond to the grievance with-
in a certain. amount of time- The

union representative may help the
worker and the management solve

the problem fairly.

33

a line through the sentence

I

2. Unions collect dues from all

union members. This means that each
member pays a certain amount of mon-

ey to belong to the union. Usually,
these membership dues are taken out
of, or deducted from, workers' pay-

checks. The dues collected from
members' paychecks are used to pro-
vide benefits to the union's members.
Some of the money is also used to
pay union employees like representa-
tives, secretaries, and other office
staff. Due and do are homonyms.

4. Union representatives check on

the working conditions in the fac-
tories where their members work.
Working conditions include concerns
like temperature, lighting, vent-
ilation, safety equipment, and
health hazards. The union represen-
tative makes sure his workers have
the best working conditions avail-

able. Some union representatives
drive many miles.

11/4,, BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Crossword Puzzle

Across

Josh received as a union
member. (education)

2. task

5. a dispute

7. Josh is a representative.

8. Josh helped the assembly workers
get better conditions in their
new . (formal agreement)

_10. grievance (forms)

12. hard (head protection)

13. At nigt, a union representative
must for the next day.
(get iiWai)

17. An argument between management
and workers. (about jobs or
wages)

18. Josh is one. a

20. to a dispute (settle)

41)

21. The story started in the
(time of day)

22. Josh studied this to become a
union representative. (college
course)

24. Grant Automotive Industries
(inititals) 34

Across (cont.)

25, Josh reads up-to-date union
lierature. Word for up-to-
date.

OPP

flown

1. A union representative does a
lot of this from job to job.

3. safety

4. another word

6. the bosses

(eye protection)

for grievance

8. When two parties in a dispute
come to an agreement.

11. A union representativs must do
this often to keep informed.

14. The main character's first name.

15. An institution of highgr
learning. A union representa-
tive wept there.

16. science (college course)

19. People who are employed at the

factory. They had a dispute
with the management.

23. Josh breakfast befOre be

163

left the house.
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1. Word Puzzle
Use the sentence clues below to help you fill in the word puzzle on the

facing page. For more difficulty, cover the WORD BANK until you need to

see it.

1. Josh SimMons is a representative for members.

2. Workers join unions to improve working

3. Workers join unions to get higher

4. Josh helps his members solve

5. The bosses at the factory are called the

6. Josh tries to get both sides to on a solution.

I

40

7. Listening to problems and thinking of solutions is called

8. An argument between management and labor is called a

9. ihen a worker has a complaint against the management, the worker files
papers.

10. Folders and pamphlets for the members to read are called

11. Josh learned about making speeches in his public

course.

0
12. Josh learned about dealing with people b. his political

course.

13. Josh mediates disputes to help labor and management reach an

14. Josh tiles his car to between jobs.

15. The workers in a union dispute are called

16. Josh carries books and for union members to read.

17. Grievance is another word for

18. Josh helps labor and management problems.

19. Josh uses legal books to check on laws.

36
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2.

1. U
11.1 11

3. I

Scree

agreement

complaint

conditions

'dispute

grievance

8.

4. 0

5.

6.

- -

IM=I

7.

9.

.11

12.

11. S

N

14. T

15. A

I

Ina 1114P .111...

mpoww ammo..

1110111.M AM 1111. 11111,

18.

19.

EMBOW1
V =1.

E

WIRD BANK

to

labors salaries

literature science

managftoent solve

mediate speaking

pamphlets travel

pralems union

reference

37
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Review

Review the faCts about workers in the Manufacturing Career Cluster

by completing the outline on the.., following pages. You may look back at

the chapters about workers to fill in the blanks.

I. Union Representative

A. Training

1.

2.

B. Work Places

1.

2.

C. Tasks

1.

2.

AME=MM.M

VIN./.1.

A I IN l 411I

3.

D. Tools and Equipment

1.

2.

3.

II. Welder

A. Training

1.

2.

B. Work Places

1.

2.

1111. 0111110111111.1 II.

38
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C. Tasks

1.

2.

3.

A

D. Tools and Equipment

1.

2.

3.

Machinist

A. "`*raining

2.

B. Work Places

1.

2.

C. Tasks

1.

2.

D. Tools and Equipment

1.

2.

3.

IV. Assembly Worker

A. Training

1.

4011111440

39



B. work Places

1.

C. ,Tasks

1.

D. Tools and Equipment

1.

2,

V. Textile Designer

A, Training

1.

2.

B. Mork Places

1.

2.

Tasks

1.

D. Tools and Equipment

1.

2,

3.

4.

5.

-

a

40
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VI. Chemist

A. Training

. 1.

2,

3,

B. Work Places

1.

2.

C. Tasks

1.

2.

D. Tools and Equipment

1.

2.

3.

4.

41
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Write a short story about your favorite worker in the Manufacturing

career cluster. Be sure to write why this worker is ytur favorite.,-

\
a

I



#

,

*b.

44

10

Marketing and Distribution

1 1 I

ar

Workers in the Marketing and Distribution Career

Cluster form a bridge between the factories and the y-

.ing public,:or consumers. These workers advertise,

transport and sell the products manufactured by work-

ers in the Manufacturing Career Cluster.

Robin Marsh is a small business owner in our,

cdmiminity. .She owns a clothing store called

,Robin's Fine Feathers. Robin has agreed to let
. .

us meet and talk to some of the people with

whom she works. As you meet theie Marketing

and Distribution workers, ask yourself if

., you would to do any of these jobs.

f I ,

111
t

a.

40 ,
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N.

Product Word Puzzle
The items made by the workers in the Manufacturing Career-Cluster are

brought to the consumers by the workers in the Marketing and Distribution

Career Cluster.' These same items are bought and used by consumers.

Use the word clues below to fill in the blanks in the puzzle on the

facing page. Each line of the puzzle is the name of something that is

manufactured, distributed, and bought by consumers.

1. used to pound nails
0

2. used to carry water

3. something to sit on

4. piece of women's clothing

5. what you watch at home

o. piece of men's clothing

7. used to serve food

8. removes tops from containers (2 words)

9. used to cool food

10. used to cut wood

11. chocolate treat (2 words)

12. makes holes in wood

13. you take this when you are sick

14. you hang this at the window

15. worn on the foot'

16. what you.ride in

17. used to clean the teeth

18. cuts paper

19. women's shirt

20. musical instrument

21. used to cook food

22. tool used to install screws

23. used to wash floors

24. used to cut the grass (2 words)
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Buyer
This buyer purchases clothing for Robin's Fine Feathers. He tries to

buy fashions that he knows customers will like and buy.

, 46
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Sam Isaacs is the buyer for Robin's Fine

Feathers. He meets with clothing wholesalers

to buy the clothes that are sold in Robin's

store. In order to buy wisely, Sam must know

what the current fashions are, what his cus-

tomers like to buy, and the type of merchan-

dise his store offers the consumer.

Sam works in an office in the store. He

uses a telephone to set up appointments with

clothing wholesalers and sales representatives.

His shelves are packed with newspapers, fashion

magazines, and brochures from clothing whole-

salers. He uses these to keep informed on the

current clothing fashions. These tools also

help Sam know. about changes and new ideas in the

fashion world. Sam works in his office with a

calculator and order blanks to purchase new

items for the store. Occasionally, he has to

return to the manufacturer orders that are not

right for Robin's Fine Feathers.

Another part of Sam's job is to keep track

of what customers are buying. So, he spends

some time in the store talking with salespeople

and customers. This helps him know what clothes

to reorder.

Occasionally, Sam travels to the city to

attend fashion shows put on by the large fashion

"houses." At fashion shows Sam sees the very

latest in clothing styles. This helps him select

styles which will sell at Robin's Fine Feathers.

Ip
p.' 1

M1.1
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Sam began his career _straight from high
school. He worked as a salesperson in a large

clothing store chain in the city. After a few

years as a successful salesperson, Sam joined

a training program offered by the store.

Through this program, Sam learned the skills

he needed to be a buyer. After working with

the buying department at the store for sever-

al year., Sam decided he'd had enough city
living. His experience at the store helped

him get the job as buyer for Robin's Fine
Feathers.

Sam enjoys working with fashions, but other

buyers may work for department store chains,

hardware stores, specialty shops, or mail-order

houses. In many small businesses, the owner of

the shop or the manager does the buyer's job.

In larger businesses, the owner hires a person

like Sam to handle the buying for the store.

48 203
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Synonyms
Synonyms are words that have the same meaning. For each word in

left-hand column there is a word that means the same in the right-hand col-

umn. Draw a line to connect each word in the left-hand column to its syno-

nym in the right-hand column.

1, career up-to-date

2. buY like

3, current buyer

4. consumer employs

customer types

6, styles profession

7. store employee

8. enJoY user

9. hires shop

10. worker purchase

I

* * * * *

Choose five of the words from the left-hand column. On a separate sheet

of paper write a sentence using each of the words. Now write another set of

sentences using the synonyms for each of the words you chose. You may use

the same sentence twice by inserting the synonym in place of the word you

chose from the left-hand column.

49 20i
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ark Site Word Search
A buyer's job is to order products for a store to sell to the public.

A store's buyer also keeps track of what products are in stock and which

products are selling best.

,Large stores hire a buyer or maybe several buyers to keep track as: all

of these important areas for the store. Smaller stores may not hire a'buy-

er. The buyer's job may be done by the store owner or the store manager.
A

In any case, the buyer's job is very important and in every store there

is someone who does the buyer's job.

There are 25 words hidden in the puzzle on the facing page. All of the

words name different kinds of stores where buyers might work. See how many

of the store names you can find before you check the list below. All of the

words are written in the puzzle from left to right and from top to bottom.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * tk * * * * * * * * * * * * *

antique

appliance

auto parts

book

boutique

lawn and garden

office supply

pet

pharmacy

shoe

candy

clothing

department

discount

flower

souvenir

sporting goods

stationery

supermarket

toy

furniture

gift

grocery

hardware

jewelry
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Synonyms

Fill in the blank in each sentence. The word you use should be a syn-

onym for the word typed below each blank.

Sam filled out an order blank to
(buy)

of ladies' blouses.

a new line

2. Sam joined a training program to learn the skills he needed for his !

(career)

3. Sam is one of the
(workers)

at Robin's Fine Feathers.

4. Sam tries to order clothes that the will
(users)

like.

5. Sam orders different clothing that will appeal
(types)

to a variety of customers.

6. Sam attending fashion shows.
(likes)

7. Sam learns about fashions fr.= wholesalers,
(up-to-date)

fashion magazines, and fashion shows.

B. Robin Sam to be the buyer for Robin's Fine
(hired)

Feathers.

9. Sam works in an office in the
(shop)

10. come into Robin's Fine Feathers to

clothing.
(Buyers)

(purchase)

11. Clothing customers like to buy clothing styles.
(current)

12. Robin's Fine Feathers
(employs)

52
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Sales Representaave
=4t

Sales representatives visit stores to display and demonstrate manufactur-

ers' products.. They sell products to store owners and buyers. The owners

and buyers then sell the same products to the public.

53



Sales Representative
Harold Shorr is a sales representative for a large clothing manufacturer.

He met with Robin and Sam at the store to introduce a new line of ladies'

blouses. Sam helped Harold carry in the

large suitcases containing the clothing

samples. When Harold had all of the

sample blousesqarranged on the display

racks, he pointed out the special fee-

tures of each new style and fabric.

When Harold finished presenting

the new blouses, he talked with Sam

and Robin. They talked about the styles

and fabrics that would sell best at

Robin's Fine Feathers. Harold showed

Sam the price list and talked about

the special prices for certain blouses.

After Sam decided how many blouses he wished to order; Harold filled out

an order blank. He used a calculator to total the amount of the sale. Harold

gave one copy of the order to Sam and kept a copy to return to the manufactur-

er.

Before Harold left Robin's Fine Feat rs, he checked the stock in the

store to see how other products he dis-

plays were selling. He talked with the

salespeople to see how his products were

selling in comparison with other manu-

facturers' products. Harold left a

brochure filled with product description!

of all the lines of clothing his manufac-

turer makes.

Harold's job as sales representative

is somewhat different than the jobs held

by salespeople. While salespeople sell

directly to the consumers (people who

will use the product), Harold sells to

the stores where the consumers buy products. While salespeople usually sell

one or two items to a consumer, Harold, as a sales representative, sells

MO



dozens of items to his customers (the stores). Some salespeople travel from

door to door in a community selling products to consumers. As,a sales repre-

sent'ative, Harold travels in five states to sell clothing to different stores.

Harold has other duties, also. He

keeps track of -the accounts for the dif-

ferent stores that buy his products.

Sometimes he delivers products or sam-

ples and gives advice about the best

way to display products so they will

sell better. Sometimes Harold attends

trade conferences where he learns about

new products, new display aids, and new

ways to sell products.

Harold began his career right out

of high school. He worked as a sales-

person in a large women's clothing

F

store.,,His experience with clothing helped him get a job as sales represent-

. ative for a clothing manufacturer. The company trained him to sell their prod

ucts to stores. Harold went to night

school to take courses in bookkeeping,

public speaking, and public relations,

so he could be a better representative.

Harold enjoys most parts of his

job. He likes meeting and working with

a variety of people. He likes working

nin a variety of places. Most of the

time Harold is "on the road". Sometimes

he works in an office he shares with

other sales representatives. This of-

fice is in the administration wing of

the factory. He often does paperwork

in his home.

Harold does not enjoy all of the traveling. He hopes to become district

manager so he can work in the. office all of the time.

65
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Scrambled Words
Unscramble the words below to spell words that are associated with.sales

representatives. Then write the circled. letters in numerical order on the

blanks at the bottom of the page. How quickly can you find the secret word?

1, cesaltus YVON*

28 ylsplad cork

38 crePi stil cD
8-

4, redro knolb

5. tallocaruc

68 cruhbore

16

1..

MINMER.E.

arc (:)
9

lE=IMME O.Ma.

8, spleams

9. sturpdoc

10. tosser

_ Q

9

11. coatnuc

12, dedrielev

138 freenconce

14, trufcaneratmi

.1.

10

0 0
18

14

9
6

10.11.1.a

1.1.1

15

13

12

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
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Sentence Meining
Fill in the blanks in each sentence below. Use the words from the

Scramble Puzzle on the facing page to fill in the blanks.

1. Harold uses his to travel to different stores.

2. The blouses were hung on a so they could by

seen better.

3. Harold stopped at' several to-show the rw.line

of ladies' blouses.

k. Harold learned about new sales methods at the trade

last week.

5. Harold's company makes other besides ladies'

blouses.

6. The sample blouses were kept in a large

7. The had colorful pictures of the new line of
5dresses.

8. Sometimes Harold samples and displays to the

stores.

9. Harold works for a women's clothing

10. Harold keeps track of orders for each store's

11. The buyer looked for the cost of each item on the

et'

12. Harold removed the from the suitcase and hung

them on the display rack.

13. Harold wrote the items that the store wanted on an

14. He used a to total the cost of the order.

15 Harold worked as a for a manufacturer of ladies

clothing.
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q
Making Inferences

Each selection below describes part of the job of a certain sales representative. Read
each selection. Use the clues in each zelection to help you decide the kind of produc.s eac
sales representative is selling. Use the work bank at the bottom of the page to help you
write the type of product each sales representative is selling on the line in each selection
Use a dictionary to look up words you don't know. Not all of the words in the word bank wit
be tased.

1. Evelyn stopped at each store about once a month. Each time she phowed

buyers new perfumes or face creams. This month she introduced a new rine of

nail polish at a special price. Evelyn is a sales represrentative for a com-

pany that makes

2. Jack'checked the display of toys. These seemed to be selling well. He

noticed that the store was buying shampoos from another manufacturer. Before

Jack left th,2 store,* he ife.lowed the buyer the new price list for flea and tick

products. Jack is a sales representative for a company that m4huf:ctures

products.

3. Helena worked with-the salesperson to show him how to set up an appealing

display. Coats and trousers were set up closest to the aisle. Nezkties and

belts wet, hung on a specially made rack. Helena works for a

manufacturer.

4. Jay used a special order form to write down the buyer's order. The store

had ordered several spools of wire, 4 dozen light switches, 4 dozen outlet

boxes, and 8 dozen fuses. Jay works for a company which manufactures

=11.1........11...,

5. Megan stopped

left the factory,

and various kinds

facturer of

at the factory to pick up a supply or samples. When she

she-had a carful'of samples of Mice flour, icing sugar,

of fillings. Megan is a sales representative for a manu-

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * Word Bank * * * *A * * * * * * * * * * * *

sporting goods

bakery needs

pet- care- Icosmetics

electrical supplies men's clothins
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Accountant
Twice a week Robin visits her accountant,

Jackie Stein. Jackie takes care of all the

paperwork that deals with the flow of money in-

to and out of the store. Robin's Fine Feathers

is only one of Jackie's clients. She does ac-

counting for several businesses in her commu-

nity.

Jackie learned her accounting skills in the

Women's Air Force. She had always liked mathk-

matics. After leaving the Air Force, Jackie was

in an automobile accident that left her confined

to a wheelchair. She found that she could con-

tinue her career as an accountant by setting up

an office in her home. She keeps in touch with

her clients by telephone.

Jackie helps her clients set up efficient

bookkeeping systems. She tells them what infor-

mation she needs to know and the best way to or-

ganize the information. Jackie keeps track of

money coming into the store by checking the cash

register receipts. She also figures how much

sales tax needs to be paid to the government and

puts that much aside in a special account.

Robin brings receipts from all of the bank de-

posits, so Jackie can keep track of how much

money is in the account. Sometimes Jackie makes

bank deposits by mail, but more often Robin does

the banking.

Jackie also keeps track of all the money

that goes out of the store. Robin keeps copies

of all orders and brings them to Jackie. Jackie

enters each amount into a ledger, or special

book used for accounting. Jackie writes the

g
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checks to pay rental on the store, electricity,

heat, and employees wages.

Jackie uses a calculator and an adding ma-

chine to help her manage all of the numbers.

She alto has a computer to help her store finan-

cial information for her different clients. She

uses many different forms including banking with-

drawals and deposits, order forms and invoices,

and state and federal tax forms.

Jackie enjoys her career as an accountant.

She likes working with numbers and with people.

61
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3,

6.

10.

Accountant Word Puzzle

Use the sentence clues at the bottom of the page and the letter clues on the

top of the page to fill in the blanks in the puzzle below.

4.

a
MR=01.1.001

8,

1. a

0110.1111

0

5

n

t
11110MIMI

WMImme. R.R.Ro a

9, n

Mmi M0iMwale .Wl@WRWOM .101010Mlo =1...===1.0 t

1110 111. 1==110.

1106. ., .111111.1. 11111.11.11M 11.01=11,

110.10.11

RIMMWMM=

MWMIMIRIP.

1.0 IIMM.W.M=4

11111 4111

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

1. 2+4+362d is an problem.

2. A machine used to add and subtract is called a

3 . 32 x 21 j= is a problem.

4. In the problem "48 12 12211, 12 is called the

5. The answer to an addition problem is called a

6. 48 7 12 = is a problem.

7. The answer to a division problem is called a

8. Is is an example of a

9. The top numeral in a fraction is called the

10. 15 - 6 = is a problem.
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Number Words
Jackie writes the checks to pay the bills for Robin's Fine Feathers. On

a check, the amount is written in numerals and in words. Match each numer-

al written in the left-hand column to the same numeral, written in words in

the right-hand column. Draw a line between each matching pair.

1. $469.96

2. $4.29

3. $48.39

4. $24.56

5. $468.96

$245.68

7. $4,689.28

8. $2,456.89

9. $246.58

10. $347.92

two hundred forty-six dollars and fifty-eight
cents.

four hundred sixty-eight dollars and niftety-
six cents.

four thousand six hundred eighty-nine dollars
and twenty-eight cents.

four hundred sixty-nine dollars and ninety-
six cents.

three hundred forty-seven dollars and ninety-
two cents.

two thousand four hundred fifty-six dollars
and eighty-nine cents.

four dollars and twenty-nine cents.

twenty-four dollars and fifty-six cents.

forty-eight dollars and thirty-nine cents.

two hundred forty-five dollars and sixty-
eight cents.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Write the words for each of the numbers below.

1. $1.69

2. $13.74

3. $75.49

4. $123.68

$2,357.05

.Im.11iillpwaft
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Commercial Artist
This commercial artist uses a light table, ruler, and compass to draw and

letter advertisements. Her artwork helps sell clothing for Robin's Fine

Feathers.

64
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Pack at the store, Robin met with Fay Lattimore, the com-

mercial artist. Robin had hired Fay to plan the advertising for

Robin's Fine Feathers' pre-holiday sale. Fay had brought several

different advertisements for Robin to see. Robin and Pay discussed

each advertisement and Robin quickly chose two that she liked. Al-

ter compromising on the colors that would be used, Fay and Robin:

chose the final advertisement that would represent Robin's Fine

Feathers.
I

Fay is a free lance artist. This means that she is not ear.

ployed by any company. She works for herself, taking whatever com-

mercial art jobs she chooses. Fay works in a studio that is well

lighted. Her studio contains all of the tools and equipment she

needs to design advertising copy. Fay works at a lighted draft-

ing table that slants. She uses pens, brushes, pencils, and felt-

tipped markers to draw. Sne may use ink, paints, or crayons to add

color to her designs. In addition, Fay uses scissors, erasers,

glue, compasses, and rulers.

All commercial artists develop a portfolio, or group of samples

of their best work. Fay began her portfolio in high school. Her

collection of work from her high school art classes helped her when

I le..gp I 06P I 01!.., 1
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she applied to a college with a good r.ommercial art program. As

she completed her college art courses, Fay updated her portfolio

by adding new samples of her best work. This updated portfolio

helped Pay get a job with a large advertising firm. She received

specific training in advertising and much experience on this job.

Now that Fay is on her own, she shows her portfolio to new clients

who may wish to hire her. She still updates her portfolio otter.

ray enjoys her work as a free lance commercial artist. She

does a variety of work. Sometimes she designs "ads" for newspapers,

magazines or television. She has even designed some greeting cards,

wrapping paper and billboards. Working to meet deadlines is often

hectic, but Fay feels that "she handles the pressure well. It is a

real challenge 'to work fast and complete artwork that makev her

feel proud of her job.



Outlining

Fill in the blanks in the outline below using the words and phrases

from the word bank on the right-hand side of the page.

I. Commercial Artist

A. Tasks

1.

2.

3.

1111101011=11

B. Tools and Equipment

1.

2.

3.

4.

C. Training

1.

2.

3.

ammElmwarrr1.......=.m......

Word Bank

Commercial art program
in college

pens and ink

paint and brushes

designs advertisements

experience with an adver-
tising company

discusses work with clients

rulers and scissora

high school art classes

updates portfolio

lighted drafting table

Choose one of the subtopics outlined above and write a short paragraph

telling about the commercial artist and that subtopic.
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Scrambled Words

Each of the scrambled words below is associated with the career of

commercial artist. When all of the words are gnscrambled, write the

circled letters in numftrical order on the lines at the bottom of the

page. How quickly can you find the secret message?

1. treadgnivis

2. reef clan

3. toisud

15

4. gradnift blate

13.

6

5. enp

6. shrub

7. anipt

8. toilproof

9. spleam

10. adpliden

12

11111111M

INE.1.11111.

Elm.1=1.1

.11 IMIIM

11101110..

13

16

3,

INIM10.0

2

10

1...VOIPM/e

9 14

fMalam..,

8

1.=...1 r

1,7

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

21 3 4

11 12 13 14

5 6 7 8 9 20

15 16
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Trucker.

This trucker delivers women's clothing from the factory to stores

around the country. Today he is delivering goods to Robin's Fine

Feather!. ,s

224



trucker .

In the middle of the afternoon, Sam announced that

a new delivery of products had arrived. The truck was

just backing into the loading dock. When the truck was

parked, the driver opened the back doors and unloaded the

goods. He used a hand cart to wheel the large boxes of

clothing into the storeroom. As he moved the boxes into

the storeroom, he checked off each item on his freight

bill. When every item was accounted for, he asked Sam

to sign the freight bill. The bill would be returned to

the manufacturer to prove that the shipment had been

received by Robin's Fine Feathers.

Dick Henson, the trucker, works for a .,large clothing

manufacturer. He delivers loads of clothing in a three

state area. Each of his trips begins with loading the

truck at the manufacturing plant. Sometimes Dick loads

the truck himself and sometimes employees in the shipping

department load for him. Dick always makes sure the load

is balanced and secure before he closes the truck. Just

before he leaves the plant loading dock, Dick looks over

the freight bills to see which items are to be delivered
I

at each of his stops.

Most of.Dick's time is spent driving. Because most

stores are located in downtown areas, Dick must drive

the truck through heavy traffic areas. He uses his C.B.

radio to contact other truck drivers who may be able to

warn him about traffic hazards. Dick uses road maps to

help him find his way to new locations.
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Besides driving, Dick has other tasks. He keeps a

daily activity log which tells the time he started and the

times of all of his stops. He must keep track of the

freight bills and make sure that each is signed properly.

Sometimes he has to do emergency repairs on his truck if i

it breaks down on a trip. He caries a tool kit with him

at all times.

In order to drive large trucks, Dick needed to have

a chauffeur's license. He went to a training school to

learn the skills he needed to pass the test for his chauf-

feur's licenser At'the school, Dick learned how to drive

large trucks, tricks for loadinyWecurely, and about laws

which concern trucks. When he got the job driving for the

clothing manufacturer, the company trained him to do the

paperwork they required.

A

Dick is using this job to gain experienda He would like

to start a trucking company of his own in a few years. The

skills and knowledge ?e learns on this job will help him

start bis own business.

I
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Outlining MY.

Use the words and phrases in the word bank on the right-hand side of the

page to fill in the blanks in the outline below.

I. Trucker

A. Tasks

1.

2.

3.

j

Word Bank

truck drivers' training
school

drives the trucJ

hand cart

chauffeues license

keeps track of freight
4. bills

loads and unloads the
5. truck

truck

B. Tools and Equipment tool kit

1. makes emergency repairs
0

2.
road maps

freight bill
3.

.

keeps daily acitivity

4
log

5.

C. Training and Requiremens

1.

2.

72
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Trucker Word Puzzle r..

Use the letter clues at the top of the page and the sentence clues at

the bottom of the page to complete the puzzle.

(2 words)4, II11110/011.0.

5,

3,

01111111111=1.1.

.111111.110 1.1.11.111

(2 words) 6.

2.

.11.

111.10011.wa

1. t

r111111.1

(2 words) 7. r

INI

4.1=11011

1111

!/./...

IM.ININ.1.11

eae API111, GI 01111110111

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

1. A collection of things used to repair a truck is called a

2. The person who operates a vehicle. is called a .

3. The kind of license a driver needs to operate a large truck is

called a

4. A tool used to move boxes to and from a truck is called a

5. A large vehicle used to deliver goods is called a

6. A listing of the goods to be delivered is called a

7. A paper showing routes in a certain area is' called a
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Outlining
Fill in the blanks in the outline below. You may look back at the

stories to help yo"" remember.

Marketing and Distribution Review

I. Buyer - Sam Isaacs

A. Tasks

1.

3. ONYINIMMIIII~11.111111/../.1111111111101

B. Tools and Equipment

1.

2.

3.

4.

C. Training

1.

2.

D. Work Places

1.

II. Sales Representative - Harold Shorr

A. Tasks

1.

2.

3.

B. Tools and Equipment

1.

7 4
S. 223
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2.

3.

C. Training

1.

2.

D. Work Places

1.

2.

3.

III. Accountant - Jackie Stein

A. Tasks

1.

2.

B. Tools and Equipment

1.

2.

3.

C. Training

1.

2.

D. Work Places

1.

2.

75
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it

V. Commercial Artist

A. Tasks

1.

2.

3.

B. Tools and Equipment

1.

2.

3.

4.

C. Training

1.

2.

3.

D. Work Places

1.

2.

On a separate sheet of paper make an outline similar to those above

about the career of trucker.
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Date

Pleast Print
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Pre Post
Treatment
Control

Last name First name Middle initial

School Town

Age Sex: Male Female

Reading level Instrument



Part 1 - Matching

DIRECT10h§: in the columns below, themare terms and
definitions about work. Match each worker in Column A
with an item listed in Column B. On the line in front
of each worker, write the letter of the answer you
choose. There are more answers than questions, but
there is only one best answer for each question.

amingx: hatch the workers in Column A with the tools
in column B.

column-

L_1.
__11_2.
_Ja__3.

Dancer
Janitor
Tailor

Column B

A. Blackboard
B. Broom
C. Costume %7
D. Sewing Machine

233 BEST COPY AVAILABLE



Match the workers in Column A with the most useful
IPkinds of school subjects in Column B.

Cokuilin A

1. Accountant
2. Textile

Designer
3. Union

Representative

Match the workers in Column
they do in Column B.

4. Assembly
Worker

5. Sales
Representative

6. Union
Representative

Column

A. Art
b. Math
C. Physics
D. Speech & social studies

A with the types of work

A. Creates new compounds like
synthetic fuels or food

B. Investigates .complaints about
working conditions

C. Packs or puts together one
type of item over & over in
a full working day.

D. Sells products made by large
companies to retail stores

hatch the workers in Column A with the work places
in Column B.

Colin. A

7. Chemist
S. Truck' Driver
9. Welder

Column B

A. Factories that manufacture
metal products

B. Laboratories
C. Loading stations at manu-

facturing plants
D. Studios in advertising

agencies



Match the workers in Column A with the skills needed in
Column B.

CQlumn A

10. Buyer
11. Commercial

Artist
12. Machinist

Column B

A. Designing Advertising displays
that will persuade people to
buy products

B. Performing these operations:
setting up, cutting, dowel
fitting, drilling, & boring

C. Purchasing merchandise which
will appeal to storc customers

D. Transporting goods from
warehouses, factories, s farms
to distributors

23,1)
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pert II - Multiple Choice

ingliCTIONS: Each question below has 4 answer choices.
Choose the item that jamil answers the question. On the
line in front of each question, write the letter of the
answer .you choose.

SAMPLE:

_8_1 The name of the worker who uses an easel on the
job is:

A. Actor
B. Artist
C. Housekeeper
D. Musician

It.
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13. Which worker is most likely to use a light
table & compass on the job?

1

A. Accountant
B. Assembly Worker
C. Buyer
D. Commerical Artist

14. Which job is part of the marketing fi distribution
work cluster?

A. Chemist
S. Machinist
C. Sales Representative
D. Welder

15. An association of workers which helps protect
rights of its members is a

A. Boycott
B. Competition
C.. Labor Union
D. Profit

16. Which job is most likely to require formal
apprenticeship training?

A. Assembly Worker
B. Buyer
C. Truck Driver
D. Welder

17. Which job requires the most formal education
or training?

. A. Chemist
B. Sales Representative
C. Textile Designer
D. Truck Driver

237



18. Which job requires the least formal
education or training?

A. Accountant
B. Assembly Worker,
C. Machinist
D. Textile Designer

19. Kelly wants to learn how to build with wood
so that she can make a doll house to give her
younger sister on her birthday in 2 months.
Her older brother will lend her the tools she
needs, but be won't be able to teach her how
to use the tools because he works evenings E.
weekends. What is the least helpful thing
for Kelly to do?

A. Build the doll house without any help
B. 'Figure out how much time it'll take her to

learn from a book about how to build a
doll house

C. Find someone else who can help her
D. Know her values

U. Mark's goal is to improve his math skills.
What should he do first?

A. Ask for help ftom his teacher & his friend,
who knows how to do math yell

B. Check his progress every week
C. Do five extra math problems every day
D. Do two extra math problems every day



Student Activities
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Bow can you be sure that' your values are really your own?
Think shout one of your values,. and then ask.yourselves the

* question! be . . ,

. 2 5 - . ". 1 iri * Z.*, ' , 1

1 4 .., ,:, t* ` ' '" 'er 0 .,

-.' "S e

t;,4k- ' .

Whose idea is it?

.N".`

a

Do your values reflectmLir ideas,

or someone else's?

Is this value really right for you?

yr

.

*A.;

w,a1NTPR.IZING

That's CHOOSING

will you stand up for your values
even when it makes you unpopular? That's ACTING

Do you let otheri. want. your
values?

. Do . you USW
life?
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Level B6 MARKETING & DISTRIBUTION

BUYER ACCOUNTANT

SALES REPRESENTATIVE

additional copies

available at cost
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Have a Yard Sale

B6 -DMGA -2

Have a Yard Sale

B6 -0MGA -2

Have a Yard Sale

86-0MGA-2

Build a Bookcase

86-104GA-2

Have a Yard Sale Have a Yard Sale

86-DMGA-2 B6-DMGA-2

Have a Yard Sale Have a Yard Sale

B6-DMGA-2 86-DMGA-2

Have a Yard Sale Have a Yard Sale

86-DMGA-2 86-DMGA-2

Have a Yard Sale Have a Yard Sale

B6-DMGA-2 B6- DMGA --2



FIND OUT

Tell friends what

you are doing.

See if they want

to take partin
the sale.

FIND OUT

Ask family member

or friend to help
move items outside

and collect money.

CHECK PROGRESS

Count money every

hour.

CHECK PROGRESS

Make sure you have

plenty of bags

CHECK PROGRESS

Look over merchan-

dise to see what

kinds of things

sell quickly.

CHECK PROGRESS

Ask someone to

check on the signs

you put up.

ACT

Take money and

give change. ,

1

ACT

Bargain with

people.

.!;',T

''cave a7 ,t,m,. to

be s'.-,i0 oJtside.

ACT

Sit on e

comfortable chair.

CHECK PROGRESS

See if price

stickers are

falling of ano

replace them.

PLAN

Choose print .,

varnish to filti!-Ji

wood.

1

ec:bK Cut out 12 cards on vertical and horizontal lines.



Make a Photo Make a Photo Make a Photo

Scrapbook Scrapbook Scrapbook

B6-0MGA-2

Make a Photo .

Scrapbook

B6-0MGA-2

B6-DMGA-2 B6-DMGA-2

Make a Photo Make a Photo

Scrapbook Scrapbook

86-0MGA-2 B6-DMGA-2

Make a Photo Make a Photo Make a Photo

Scrapbook Scrapbook Scrapbook

B6-DMGA-2

Build a Bookcase

B6 -DMGA -2

B6 -Dr A-2 86-DMGA-2

Make a Photo Make a Photo

Scrapbook Scrapbook

B6-0MGA-2 65-DMGA-2

;? U
I
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I I I

MODIFY GOALS

Make a scrapbook

showing only iome

of the places you

have lived.

ACT

Paste materials

into book.

ACT

Place materials

in the right

order.

ACT

Collect photos.

ACT

Draw pictures to

fill in where

there are no

photos.

ACT

Next to pictures,

write about what

happened at each

place.

CHECK PROGRESS

Check pictures with

a family member to

make sure they are

labeled right.

CHECK PROGRESS

Make sure you keep

to your time

schedule.

CHECK PROGRESS

As soon as you

finish showing

one place in the

book, check it
off your list.

CHLC' PROGRESS

Check with your

teacher for

shortcut

methods.

CHECK PROGRESS

Number each page

you complete.

PLAN

Clear a work

space and organize

tools.

4,X. Cut out 12 cards along vertical and horizontal lines.
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Build a Bookcase

86-0MGA-2

Build a Bookcase

86-DMGA-2

..,1d a b00kCaSe

36-;)MG,1-?

Build a Bookcase

B6-UMGA-7

Build a Bookcase Build a Bookcase

B6-0MGA-2 B6- DMGA -2

Build a Bookcase Build a Bookcase

86-DMGA-2 B6-DMGA-2

Build a Bookcase Build a Bookcase

B6-DMGA-2 B6- DMSA -2

Build a Bookcase Build a Bookcase

B6-DMGA-P B6-DMGA-2

24i
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I

ACT

Measure and cut

wood using tape

measure and saw.

ACT

Return tools to

Uncle Joe and

clean up work

space.

ACT

Apply varnisn or

paint.

ACT

Sand wood surfaces.

ACT

Join bookcase

sections using

hammer and nails.

tiONY "A)At'-

Make only i 11(..L

shelf.

MODIFY GOALS

Teach younger

sister how to use

tools.

CHECK PROGRESS

Are you working on

it enough to have

it finished in 4

weeks?

MODIFY GOALS

Become a

carpenter.

assistant.

CHECK PROCKSS

Check the measure-

ivents of each part

with diagram
before joining

them.

CHECK PROGRESS

Check to see if

fihished bookcase

will fit in

proper space.

CHECK PROGRESS

Check to se if

your biggest book.
fit (11 the

bookcase.

2 6 .1

111 71Int11.
ri
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I
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a

011===.011, -

Find Out

Cut out cards along dotted lines.

4111111.1.

Plan

..M111.4 111a .1

B6-DMGA-2

Act
Check

Progress
Modify

Goals

Imam MII

: Hew much

I time?

17 days until

Christmas.

Decide who

will ge.Lthe

potholders.

Arrange loops

on loom in

correct color

sequence.

Find weaving

mistakes be-
fore removing

finished

potholder.

Take an extra

week to make

potholders and

give them out

at New Year's.

Experiment
with different

potholders in

the kitchen

to see which

fabric you

like best.

Choose colors

for potholders

based on

relatives'

favorite

colors.

Weave loops.
Ask family

cook to try

out the first

one you make.

Make only 8

potholders.

Ask how much

the loops for

15 potholders
will cost.

Buy materials.
Name

your

own

Check to see

if you're

keeping to

time schedule.

Seri potholders

together to

make a small

rug for one

person.

Go to hobby
store to find

out how many

loops you'll

need for 15

potholders.

Ask cousin

Wilene to

show you how
I to use loom.

L

Set aside time

each day to

work on

potholders.

Make finished

edges.

Assemble loom.

MINN.

Wrap finished

potholders to
give as

presents.

11,11...

Check loops
after you've

made 5 pot-

holders to be

sure you'll

have enough

to finish.

Name

your

own

.1=17

26,)
111111.

.lake extra

potholders to
give to a

friend.
.

Sell potholderr-

to a local

craft store.

41111.11. MEOW. MIIMM al
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PLAN

Put prices on

each item.

PLAN

Pick a protected

place where you

can hold a sale

if it rains.

MODIFY GOALS

Hold a big yard
sale for all the

peopi in your

nei boyhood.

MODIFY GOALS

Organize an auction
for the whole

neighborhood.

MODIFY GOADS MODIFY GOALS

Advertise a few

things you'd like

to sell in a local

paper; leave tele-

phone number.

MODIFY GOALS

Rent a place where

your sale can be

held every week.

FIND GUT

Look through all

your things and

decide what can

be sold.

6.;*,..1:171717,

FIND OUT

Obstacle:
It may rain.

mz=5142.<C40ALMsdisalLertical C:*1=11020160,1400M2S=Manc=
_and horizontal lines.

I



PLAN

Who will get the
potholders?

PLAN

Choose colors for
potholders based
on relatives'

favorite colors.

PLAN

Buy materials.

PLAN

Set aside time
each day to work
on potholders.

PLAN

Assemble loom.

. fr

ACT

Arrange loops on
loom in correct 4.46

sequence.

ACT

Weave loops.

ACT

Make finished
edges.

ACT

Wrap finished

potholders to
'give as presents.

MODIFY GOALS

Sell potholders to
a local craft

store.

,

MODIFY GOALS

Make extra

rotholders to give
*r a friend.

I

MODIFY GOALS

Take an extra week
to make potholders
and give them out
at New Year's.

:IC Cut cut 12 cards on vertical and hn..4.4_, 4,



1
Make 15 Make 15 Make 15

Potholders Potholders Potholders

B6-0MGA-2 B6- OMGA -2 66-DMGA-2

Make 15 Make 15 Make 15

Potholders Potholders Potholders

86-DMGA-2 B6-DMGA-2

Make 15 Make 15 Make 15

Potholders Potholders Potholders

B6'..DMGA -2

Make 15

Potholders

B6-DMGA-2 BC-DMGA-2

Make 15

Potholders

Make 15

Potholders

B6-DMGA-2 I3649MGA-2 80-DMGA-*e'



=11. 41PM Mow.

I

I

I

IMP.11.

Find Out

'Cut out cards along dotted lines.

..1.. 1111.11111

Plan

011. 111111,

86-0MGA-2

Act

11.1[4111. 111,

Check
Progress

WENN/

Modify
Goals

AMMO

Read diagram

plans to find

out what

materials

you'll need.

Measure books 1 Measure and
to find best cut wood
size for using tape

shelves. measure and

saw.

Check the

measurements

of each part

with diagram

before joining

them.

Become a

carpenter's

assistant.

I

Go to lumbar

yard to find

out what wood

will cost.

Ohstar:le:

Clear a work

space and

organize tools

Join bookcase

sections using

hammer and

nails.

Are you wort,-

ing on it

enough to have

it finished in

4 weeks?

Teach younger

sister how

to use tools.

Doesn''t have

tools.

Practice using

tools on scrap

wood.

Ask Uncle Joe

to lend you

tools.

1717:71:ch

time?

4 weeks.

Sand wood

surfaces.

Check to see

if your

biggest books

fit in the

bookcase.

Name

your

own

Choose paint

or varnish to

finish wood.

Apply varnish

or paint.

Lel.

Buy wood and

paint or

varnish.

Return tools

to Uncle Joe

and clean up

work space.

Name

your

own

Make a book-

case plus a

shelf for

plants in 4

weeks.

I

I

I

I

I

Check to see

if finished

bookcase will

fit in proper

space.

Make only 1

book shelf.



r-

I

J

I Find Out

1(.1 Cut out cards along dotted lines.

WINN. OMAR. .11111=1,

Plan

.1...

66-DMGA-2

Act

SUM =WM. 00. ,I= 02.11. OM... MIR ,111.1.

Check
Progress

rind, fy
Goals

I

1

Look at othr Make a scrap-

1 scrapbooks to Decide on size Make sure you book showing 1

I see how they and number of Collect . keep to your only some of '

I

are organized. pages. photos. time schedule. the places

I

you have lived

i

........

Draw pictures

Ask teacher Name to fill in Number each Take 5 weeks

for help. where there page you to complete

your are no photos. complete. the scrapbook.

I own
I

1
Next to Check pictures Make a book

Now much List all the pictures, with a family of stories

time? places you write about member to makl about all the I

have ever what happened sure they are places you have

3 weeks lived. at each place. labeled right. lived in.

1

As soon as yo

Look for Place finish showin

photos of all Gather the materials in one place in

I the places you materials the right the book, your

I have lived. you'll use. order. check it off
I

your list. owl)

1 Obstacle:
Make a book

You don't Set aside time Paste Check with with only

I have photos each day to materials your teacher drawings of i

1 of all the work on it. into book. for shortcut all the places '

' places you methods. you have lived.

1 have lived.



FIND OUT

Look at other

scrapbooks to see

how they are

organized.

tIND OUT

Ask teacher for

help.

FIND OUT

How much time?

3 weeks.

FIND OUT

Look for photos of

all the places you

have lived.

FIND OUT

Obstacle:

You don't have
photos of all the

places you have

lived.

PLAN

Decide on size and

number of pages.

D

PLAN

List all of the

places you have

ever lived.

PLAN

Gather the

materials you'll

use.

PLAN

Set aside time

each day to work

on it.

MODIFY GOALS

Make a book with

only drawings of

all the places

you have lived.

MODIFY GOALS

Make a book of
stories about all

the places you have

lived in.

MODIFY GOALS

Take 5 weeks to

complete the

scrapbook.

Gut out 12 cards on vertical and horizontal lines.

272



Cut out cards along dotted lines.

t. Ow. win 111. NNW dim ORMOIMO

1

I

1

I Find Out

I

Plan

OWN.. S. a 5 WORN= MM. a =MM. .NON,

136-0MGA-2

Act
Check

Progress

I

I

Modify
Goals

Name

your

own

Put prices on

each item.

Look through

all your things

and decide
what can be

sold.

Write an ad

for local

papers: "Rain

or Shne."

Move all items Count money

to be sold every hour

outside.

Name

your

own

Make sure you

have plenty

of bags.

Tell friends

what you are

' doing. See if

I they want to

take part in

I the sale.

1 Obstacle:

I It may rain.

1

Ask family

I member or
friend to help

move items

outside and

' collect money.

Pick a pro-

tected place

where you can

hold a sale

if it rains.

Put up signs

all over the

neighborhood.

Sit on a

comfortable

chair.

Bargain with

people.

Organize an 1

auction for

the whole

neighborhood.

I

Rent a place

where your
sales can be

helG e/ery

wek

See if price Wit for a

stickers are church

fillling off rummage

and replace sale.

them.

Ask someone

to check on

the signs you

put up.

Gather tables,

stands, bags,

chairs, and

money box.

vow.. mlowee

Take money and

give change.

Look over

merchandise to

see what kinds

of things sell

quickly.

-21j

Advertise a

few things

you'd like to

sell in a local
paper; leave

telephone

number.

Hold a big

yard sale for

all the people I

in your

neighborhood.



CHECK PROGRESS

Check to see if

seeds are

germinating and

plants are

growing.

CHECK PROGRESS

Are you keeping

the weeds pulled?

CHECK PROGRESS

Log growing times
of vegetables.

PLAN

Set aside time

every day to pull

weeds, get rid of

pests.

PLAN

Measure garden

space and use

graph paper to

make diagrams.

PLAN

Draw plant symbols

on planting

diagram of garden.

PLAN

Write down

planting dates

for each kind of

vegetable.

FIND OUT

Measure the space

available for

garden.

FIND OUT

Ask a store clerk

how many plants

will fit into

your garden.

FIND OUT

How much time?

3-month growing

season.

FIND OUT

Find out what

items will cost

(seeds or plants,

fertilizer, tools,

stakes, etc.).

FIND OUT

Go to lumber yard

to find out what

wood will cost.



Grow a Large
Grow a Large

Grow a Large

Garden
Garden

Garden

86-DMGA-2
86-DMGA-2

86-DMGA-2

Grow a Large
Grow a Large

Grow a Large

Garden
Garden

Garden

86-DMGA-2
B6-DMGA-2

86-DMGA-2

Grow a Large
Grow a Large

Grow d Large

Garden
Garden

Garden

B6-DMGA-2
86-DMGA-2

R6-DMGA-2

Grow a Large
Grow a Large

Grow a

Garden
Garden

Garden

86- DMGA -2

arw

B6-DMGA-2
86-DMGA-2

270



MODIFY GOALS

Make only 8

potholders.

MODIFY GOALS

Set potholders

together to make

a small rug for

one person.

CHECK PROGRESS

Find weaving

mistakes before

removing finished

potholder.

Ask family cook to

try out the first

one you make.

CHECK PROGRESS

Check to see if

you're keeping to

time schedule.

CHECK PROGRESS

Count loops after
you've made 5 pot -

holders to make

sure you'll have

enough to finish.

FIND OUT

Ask cousin Wilene

to show you how

to use loom.

FIND OUT

Ask how much the

loops for 15

potholders will

cost.

FIND OUT

How much time?

17 days until

Christmas.

FIND OUT

Expe7iment with

different pot-

holders in the

kitchen to see

which fabric you

like best.

FIND OUT

Go to hobby store

to find out how

many loops you'll

need for 15-

potholders.

MODIFY GOALS

Make a bookcase

plus e' shelf foi-

plants in 4 weeks.

SS

stt ,. - e, ,
Cut out 12 cards on vertical and horizontal lines.

276
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........

PLAN

Set up time on an

afternoon whenr

someone experienced

can help.

PLAN

Copy the

specifications for

the engine you're

working on from a

motor manual.

FIND OUT

Obstacle:

Lack of

experience.

1

FIND OUT

Read about which

steps are taken

to do a car tune-

up.

FIND OUT

How much time?

4 hours.

FIND OUT

Read about how

to use tools.

i

MODIFY GOALS

Take an auto -shop

course.

MODIFY GOALS

Watch someone else

do the tune-up.

MODIFY GOALS

Become a

mechanic's

assistant.

MODIFY GOALS

Just change spark

plugs.

MODIFY GOALS

Do a tune-up on a

different car each

Saturday.

ACT

Change spark

plugs.

X. Cut out 12 eiPdrosi-vertlearrfidixiffttintalA
pines.i

27/
r



Tune Up a Car

B6-DMGA-2

Tune Up a Car

86-DM GA-2

'tine Up a Car

136- WA- ?

Tune Up a Car

(35-DMGA-2

Tune Up a Car Tune Up a Car

B6-DMGA-2 86-DMGA-2

Tune Up a Car Tune Up a Car

86-DMGA-2 B6- DMGA -2

Tune Up a Car Tune Up a Car

136-DMGA-2 B6-DMGA-2

Tune Up a Car Tune Up a Car

B6-DMGA-2 86-DMGA-2



PLAN

Buy wood and paint

or varnish.

FIND OUT

now much time?

4 weeks.

FIND OUT

Obstacle:

Doesn't have tools.

PLAN

Practice using

tools on scrap

wood.

FIND OUT

Read diagram plans

to find out what

materials you'll

need.

Cut out 6 cards on

FIND OUT

Ask Uncle Joe to

lend you tools.



Build a Bookcase

B6-DMGA-2

Build a Bookcase

B6-CMA-2

Build a Bookcase Build a Bookcase

86-DMGA-2 B6- DMGA -?

Build a Bookcase Build a Bookcase .

B6- DMGA -2 B6-DMGA-2

4-1



MODIFY GOALS

Can vegetables.

MODIFY GOALS

Sell vegetables

to a local store.

ACT

Till and fertilize

garden area.

MODIFY GOALS

Open a roadside

vegetable stand.

MODIFY GOALS

Plant a smaller

garden.

MODIFY GOALS

Plant more of

vegetables that

are doing well.

ACT

Make a scarecrow,

plant marigolds

and herbs to keep

pests away.

ACT

Pull weeds,

cultivate around

plants.

ACT

Pick vegetables

when they're

ready:-

ACT

Plant seeds or

set plants.

FIND OUT

Obstacle:

There will be

garden pests.

CHECK PROGRESS

See if you need

to spray plants

with soapy water

to keep pests

away.



Grow alarge Grow a Large Grow a Large

Garden Garden Garden

86 - DMGA -2 B6-DMGA-2 86-DMGA-2

Grow a Large Grow a Large Grow a Large

Garden Garden Garden

B6- DMGA -2 26-DMGA-2

'Irnw a Large Grow a Large

Garden

26-DMGA-Z

Build d Bookcase

B6-DMGA-?

86-0MGA-2

Grow a Large

Garden

86-DMGA-2 86-DMGA-2

Grow a Large Grow a Large

Garden Garden

86-DMGA-2 8t-DMGA-2



1

timo. .1111

Find Out

*WWI.

Out out cards along dotted lines.

1 .Ndwr WINOW. WINlow IMMO. Oin.0 011. IM11.110

Plan Act
Check Modify
Progress Goals

I

I

I

I

1.--------------

Read about Decide on the Start car Do a tune -up i

1 which steps est order of Change spark after each on a different '
are taken to, tune-up steps plugs. step to check car each
do a car and make a each Saturday.

. tare -up. schedule. procedure. I

I

Ask an
Noy -.40

j
!lame Fill battery; experienced

timf!? clean and person to Just change 1

i your grease supervise. or spark plugs.
4 nours.

.

terminals. check each I

t Owil step.

I

1 Obstacle: Replace Use your list

I

contact of engine Become a
I

Lack of Borrow tools. points, specifications mechanic's
I experience. condenser and to check for assistant.

rotor. accuracy. I

I

Set up time on
1

I Read about an afternoon Use timing Take an
how to use when someone Adjust timing. light to auto-shop 1

tools. experienced check timing. course.
can help. I

1

Name
Copy the

specifications Use a tactic,. I

your
for the engine Replace gas meter to test Watch someone
yoll're working filter. for correct else do the

I

own
on from a voltage, idle tune-up.
motrr manual. speed, etc.

I

_ MM.. Mew
0001Emre IM

243



r
I

114: Cut out cards along dotted lines.

ONS .111P. ..Nora. NM.
gm111.1. a ommetww

Find Out Plan

Cb-DMPA-2

`t Check Modify
Progress Goals

F.

I

Measure the
Ispace -,

available
1 for garden

1

Measure garden

space and use

graph paper to

make diagram.

Till =nd

fertilize

garden area.

Name

your

own

Plant a smaller,

garden.
1

I

I

Ask a store

clerk how

many OTint:
will fit into

1 your garden:.

Name

your

own

Plant seeds or
set plants.

Check to see
if seeds are

germinating
and plants are
growing.

Plant more of I

vegetables I

that are doing
well.

I

1

I Find out %hat

items will

cost (seecs
or plants,

fertilizer,
1 tools, stakes,

etc.).

Draw plant

symbols on

planting

diagram of
'garden.

Pull weeds,

cultivate

around plants.

Are you keep-

ing the weeds

pulled?

Sell vegetables'
to a local

store.

1 Now much
I time?

!

3-month

growing season

Write down

planting dates
for each kind

of vegetable.

Make a scare-
crow, plant

marigolds and
herbs to keep

pests away.

Log growing

times of

vegetables.

Open a road-

side vegetable
stand.

.......

Obstacle:

There will be

garden pests,

.

Set aside time

every day to
pull weeds,

get rid of
pests.

See if you
Pick vegetable, need to spray
when they're plants with
ready.

soapy water to
keep pests

away.
.....

Can

vegetables.

...v. .411P IMP all... .2bi



ACT

Replace gas

filter

ACT

Adjust timing

ACT

Replace contact

points, condenser

and rotor.

CHECK PROGRESS

Use a tachometer

to test for

correct voltage,

idle speed, etc.

ACT

Fill battery;

clean and grease .

terminals.

CHECK PROGRESS

Use timing light

to check timing.

CHECK PROGRESS

Use your list of

engine specifica-
tions to check

for accuracy.

CHECK PROGRESS

Ask an experienced

person to supervise

or check each step.

CHECK PROGRESS

Start car after

each` step to

check each

procedure. 1.

PLAN

Decide on the be t

order of tune -up

steps and make a

schedule.

PLAN

Borrow tools.

PLAN

Measure books to

find best size

for shelves.

A 2 Cut out 12 cards on vertical and horizontal lines.



Tune Up a Car

B6-DMGA-2

Tune Up a Car

86- IIIGA -2

Tune Up a Car

Tune Up a Car Tune Lip a Car

B6-DMGA-2 B6-DMGA-2

TuneUpaCar TuneUpaCar

86- DMGA -2 136-DMGA-2

Tune Up a Car iare

86-DMGA-2 B6-DMGA-2

Build a Bookcase

B6-DMGA-2

Tune Up a Car Tune Up a La

B6-DMGA-2 B6-EAGA-2
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An outline is a

a clear and orderly

give a speech, yo

important thing

On the

describes the

of paper-maki

Copy t

Next

blank s

list w

look

meanings.

ning

that lists information in

YOU write a report or

ne of the most

tline which

distribution steps

of wrier

For every

rd in the

d to

of their

to C

uo

Th you try

1 to look

derstand

Finally, write the d in each blank space in

the outline.

OW.



Paper-Making /M ing, Marketing/ and Distribution

Raw Mated

A. Paper

B; ees from forests of

C. trucks to paper

II. M

A

the Mill

and mash the

or the pulp.

belts that
to

paper.

call a

I I I Marketing / Now old

A. Manufacture
products.

rtising to their

B. talk to people and try
to sell th

2.



IV, Distribution/

IlanufGC t U

r Gets to the Customer

o transport the paper

Stores
large

C. Stor
cal

from the manufacturer in

tamers in small units"

yes

3.



king: It_

Manufacturin 'and Distrintion

Tree's a

products

Product

Paper and

can buy

which many

of these

trees into

s where people

-is
roducts

red

c

not

a product. Someti rtising of a product

the cost of makingmow cost as much, o

the product..
.
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Level BO NUFACTURING

ASSEMBLY WORKER

L

La

$'ti UN ION
REPRESENTATIVE
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,;tp4'.$00'f'

B6 -DMA -4 CompetitioL and Profit

,1*

I I

1111 111 IENE
MEmai 11

, Directions:

Read the directions inside
to use this decision making/
goal attaining activity.

Materials:

Included:
Game board
Directions booklet
33 Cards

Needed:
Play money
Coins

ils
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304.f.

Get ready.,.

1, Each Player starts the game with

$500.

2 Remove the MODIFY GOAL cards

from the deck and keep.them,

face down, under edge of board

till a player lands on MODIFY

GOAL.

3. Shuffle remaining cards and deal

4 to each Player. Place remain-

ing cards with money in "bank."

4. Players use coins (penny,

nickel, etc.) for markers, and

a coin to determine number of

spaces to move.

Get set...

1. Who goes first?

Flip a coin.

2. How many spaces?

I

I

I

1

I

I

I

I

Heads: move 1 space.

Tails: move 2 spaces.

SW Cut out instruction booklet along solid lines. then fold booklet in half along brokenline with "Get ready...," "Get set..." pages on inside of booklet.



Go!

1. For each titled space you laid

on, you must buy a card from

the "bank" or from another Play-

er ($50) unless you alreddY

have one, and you must follow

the directions on the card.

2. Except at CHECK PROGRESS and

MODIFY GOAL, where you can go

back to HELPERS or INFORMATION

SOURCES or buy a card. (You

curt do both.)

3. The winner will be the player

woo reaches GOAL first (competi-

tion) and has $1,000 (profit).

How to Play

Competition and Profit



1VALUES

A

3 U .)



VALUES

You value a quality product. It takes

time to make good socks (miss 1 turn)/

but they sell for more money (get $200).

VALUES

You value labor relations. Give your

employees a raise (pay each player $50).

Your employees are very happy and wurk

harder (take an extra turn).

VALUES

You value sales volume. Manufacture

more socks (miss I turn) and make more

money (get $10()).

;'Cut out three cards on vertical and horizontal lines.
I 30t) 3
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DECOE



DECIDE

The commercial artists you contracted

with are 2 weeks late with an advertising

campaign. According to your contract

with them, you can refuse to buy their

ad or fine them. You like die ad, so

you decide to fine them (get $50 from

each player).

CHECK PROGRESS

Sales are still going up. You have

$300 more than you thought you'd have

at this point.

CHECK PROGRESS

The winter is not as cold as everyone

predicted it would be Sales are down.

You have $30C less than you thought

you'd hove at this Point.

3U:1- #

CHECK PROGRESS

Everything is going along according to

your plan. Get $50.

1:04 Cut out four cards on vertical and horizontal lines.



OPTIONS
8. OUTCOMES



TIME NEEDED

Your socks are selling faster than you

thought they would. flake $200 and take

an extra turn.

OPTIONS AND OUTCOMES

Everybody, it seems, will be selling

socks for the winter. Competition is

stiff. Try to be first with a product

(go to ACT, and get '4'50).

OR

Find out how to make better socks and

try to be first with a high quality

product (go back to HELPERS).
/ A

OPTIONS AND OUTCOMES

Sell 5 dozen pairs of socks retail for.

$100 and take an extra turn.

OR

Sell 25 dozen pairs of socks wholesale

for $200 and miss 1 turn.

OPTIONS AND OUTCOMES

Speed UP production: POY on extra sales

representative $100 so you can make a

Profit in 1 week, and go to VALUES.

OR

Maintain your production schedule: keen

your present staff and make a profit in

2 weeks (miss 1 turn).

24: Cut out four cards on vertical and horizontal lines.

31



OBSTACLES

Labor and management are deadlocked:

machinists want more coffee breaks. You

have to hire an extra machinist. The

wage you must pay is $100.

OBSTACLES

The truck bringing your shipment of new
#

sock materials breaks down. Fix it

yourself for $50 and miss 1 turn.

OBSTACLES

Your supplier is temporarily out of new

sock materials. Miss 1 turn, while you

wait 1 week for shipment of materials,

HELPERS

One of your assembly workers finds a way

to cut out 2 steps in making socks. You

make $200.

314 aeCut out four cards on vertical and horizontal lines.
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HELPERS

Your chemist has found a synthetic

substitute for new sock materials.

You're no longer dependent on the

suppliei% Make $100 and take an extra

turn.

1

HELPERS

Your accountant tells you that you have

$100 more than you thought,

DECIDE DECIDE

You've spent a week trying to decide

whether to sell wholesale or retail and

still can't make UP Your mind. Go bock

to OPTIONS AND OUTCOMES.

31./

Consumers are boycotting your socks.

You need a lot more information on

advertising before you can decide what

to do. Go back to INFORMATION SOURCES.

9CCut nut four cards on vertical and horizontal lines.
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INFORMATION SOURCES

You get an "inside" top: an unusually

cold winter is coming. Socks will be

in great demand. Pay $50 for the tip.

TIME NEEDED

The truckers' union is on strike. Miss

1 turn while the union representative

negotiates a settlement.

32i

INFORMATION SOURCES

You get an "Inside tip: on unusually

cold winter is coming. Socks will be

in great demand. Pay $50 for the top.

And YOU are very iheiTerienced, so spend

a day reading about new sock materials.

Miss 1 turn.

TIME NEEDED

The new sock material turns out to be

high flammable. Pay a $50 fine. And

you need to do more reading. Go back to

INFORMATION SOURCES.

,...-,...
014 Cut out four cards on vertical and horizontal lines.

-.



t,

PLAN

You plan carefully with your accountant

and save $50.

PLAN

You plan to take the necessary time to

manufacture a high quality product. Miss

1 turn, and collect $50r for every titled

step you land on between here and GOAL.

3 ti

Cut out two cards on vertical and horizontal lines. I 3
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ACT

Sales are up. Take another turn.

ACT

Pay off all Your debts (give $50 to each

Player).

ACT

You start selling socks to department

store buyers. You make $100.

3 f.: 6

INFORMATION SOURCES

You spend a day reading about new sock

materials. Miss 1 turn.

m=
JIPIC Cut out four cards on vertical and horizontal lines.

.
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MODIFY GOAL

It's the coldest winter in history. You

get $1000.

MODIFY GOAL

It's the warmest winter in history. You

lose $500.

MODIFY GOAL

The style of your socks is very popular.

You make an extra $300 and give your

staff of textile designers each a bonus

($50 to each player),.

PLAN

You plan to market your socks as quickly

as possible. Go to ACT.

311
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Heather, Marty, and Lefty moved their business to the storefront.
The day they moved, Bob,invited them to supper to celebrate reaching
their goal. .
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I don't care for

getting caught at

playing softball in

the living room.

I don't care for I care about playing

cleaning the garage. soccer well.

I care about -eading I care about

five books a week. delivering

newspapers.

4,g'10.f. Cut out five cards on vertical and horizontal lines.
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#1

Things I Care About
Doing (PRIZED
ACTIVITIES)/Things I
Don't Care About
Doing (UNPRIZED
ACTIVITIES)

136-SA-4

#1

Things I Care About
Doing (PRIZED
ACTIVITIES)/Things I

Don't Care About
Doing (UNPRIZED
ACTIVITIES)

B6 -SA -4

#1

Things I Care About
Doing (PRIZED
ACTIVITIES)/Things I

Don't Care About
Doing (UNPRIZED
ACTIVITIES)

86-SA-4

#1

Things I Care About
Doing (PRIZED
ACTIVITIES)/Things I
Don't Care About
Doing (UNPRIZED
ACTIVITIES)

86-SA-4

#1
Things C

Things I Care About
Doing (PRIZED
ACTIVITIES)/Things I
Don't Care About
Doing (UNPRIZED
ACTIVITIES)

86-SA-4
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I have a pet dog named

Blue, who barks day

and night and guards

the house.

I have a diary.

I have a piano that

I practice on daily.

I have a bicycle that

I Put together myself.

I hove a set of

colored pencils given

to me for my birthday.

ut out five cards on vertical and horizontal lines.
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. #2

#2 IIY THINGS

MY THINGS 86-SA-4

B6 -SA -4 .

#2

MY THINGS

86-SA-4

#2

MY THINGS

B6 -SA -4

#2

MY THINGS

86-SA-4
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MY ACTIONS
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MY LOOKS

B6-SA-4

#4 #4

MY LOOKS MY LOOKS

B6-SA-4 86-SA-4
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MY LOOKS MY LOOKS
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Name an action that Pio is not proud of.

Idlers one result of Pio's losing patience with Joseta?
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poetry,'
people; to feel and e

do. Poetry is special
showing than telling. '11

strongest feelings in t.
urea in the reader's
As a poet, 'you can make io

4 don't have to be logical. Words
rhythm, or words can just make p$
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Miranda stood looking at herself in front of the full-length mirror
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"That Lint nothing for people. to be mad about. And that ain't
.0...1 s

nothing to be sad about, Miran td Granama.

school saw Miranda's and Michael's names together. . ter.
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Good morning. My name is Marina Chavez. I'm a textile designer,

and I work for a company that makes sheets and pillow cases. My skills
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DIRECTIONS

There are 5 .Jits: Accountant, Buyev., Comwercial Artist, Sales Rkipresertatve, and

Truck Driver.

OBJECT: Have the mc!Lt suits zfter ail the t:',rtis, f.av,:,! been

SET UP: Shuffle all 20 cards and spread them dollar-side-up on thQ table.

PLAY: 1. Turn 4 cards over.

2. When you turn over 4 cards of the

. same suit, read all 4 cards, a1;,1.

keep them.

'iaootbir turn.'

---..........0...ralefirmrorNellitel

1

GAME VARIATION:

Players turn over -

2 cards instead of

4. Twoccardt,make
a suit. "

AC COUdfAti 1 ;LES REPRIESENTATWE
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Directiona:
;

Read comic book.

Materials:

Included:
Comic book

Needed:
None
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Recording Sounds
Manufacturing Inc. You heard "Coconut Cush," so we knc

it left (cough) the (cough, cough)
f.actory (cough) ,

Trudy Tucker, a long distance truck driver, hauls goods from

factories over long distances in her diesel powered tractor-trailer.

Clem, call Trudy on the CB radicL Let's see if she can help us.

23 Skidoo. This is 2C calling
Trucker Tucker. Trucker Tucker,
are you there,?

Half an hour later,..
"Coconut Crush"! What a song!

I
listened to it on my tape

deck in my truck while I was

hdulinq d lead of "Coconut CI u,,h"

i'fl 1(-1,:3k !Is11.>tli;h mY "Id

di,,potLh ;del', to find vhcrc i dt'iivtud

wiil (jive tle iisfurindtifi 01.) t it, luk)

Kiddle-E-Divey-2. This

Trucker Tucker, I'm in a

traffic jam. Meet you at

Me,Ay's in 30.

.1111161m11111111111111114111MilllialiblEM11111111119100110M

MEATY EATS
0 E3 1:21,

401.111111,
goonlIMMOM11110

ftsNUMMooin

My daily dctiviry iog

yt)or Mety Burger, Matt?

I °I



Tlanks lot,

Trudy.,Yeah. ,.here it is. "Coconut.

Crush" went to Tape and
Disc Distributors.
Ordered by Brice Breyer,
the buyer.

Here we 31-0,

I
remember buying a lot of Coconut Crush". Adda Figure, our accountant,

told me it wasn't selling. I forget why, Adda handled the problem

for me. I was so busy then Excuse me, please, while I answer some phones.

I53118
199'1891E1

19 U
V°5'ii,05

Hello? Adda! I was just talking
about you Say, do you remember
what happened witl' the "Coconut
Crush" dud? Okay. Clem and
Clara and Matt will come over
to (Jet the information I

have to talk fo some of the
client', who are lined up
at my of ice door., Eye_

M5. Breyer? Your flight
to Liverpool will he
delayed. Departure
time is now 2 a.m.

.11reenrwr...

owls%

-11P*



Riding in the car, Matt remembers...
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jsurs learned a

:bit today. Can

do it again

01etime?

Hey, Matti Am 1 glad to find

youl Want to come with me to

a dance tonight? Remember

"Coconut Crush"?
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Deandreal This is to good to be Cruel
Have you heard "Tomato Potato"? No?

Well, have I get a surpr!se for you!
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Directions:

1. Read the fronts and hacks
of all4cards.

2. Shuffle' cards, and put them
in pile, facts-side-Up.

3. Read cards one at si.time
and put each one in its
correct space on the game
board.

Materials:

Included:
Game board
24 Cards

Needed:
None
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WORK PLACES

In production line factories which

SKILLS AND TASKS produce or package just about any-

thing that can be found in stores,

Repeats one task (usually assembling like:

or packaging one type of item) over

a full working day. food,

clothing,

May operate machinery or use hand cosmetics,

tools. toys,

tools,

Must be accurate and safety books,

conscious.
hardware,

vehicles,

precision instruments,

medication,

records,

tapes,

furniture, and

just about anything you can name.

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

TRAINING NEEDED
Special protective clothing, such as:

On-the-job.
ear plugs or

safety glasses.

4')
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SKILLS AND TASKS

Investigates complaints from union

members.

Interprets work contracts and

mediates disputes between workers

and management.

_Speaks for workers about things like

salary raises and better working

conditions.

Informs workers about their rights

and the best ways to protect them.

Helps workers file grievances

(official complaints) by counseling

them and giving special classes.

Meets with company management and

other officials.

May help union members find housing

or medical aid.

WORK PLACES

Offices at:

plants,

factories,

mills,

foundries,

schools, and

union headquarters.

"Pits" (conference rooms where union

representatives and top management

negotiate).

TRAINING NEECED

On-the-job training as a union member

and as a company member.

College courses in public speaking

and political science are helpful.

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

legal reference books and documents

such as:

contracts,

grievance papers, and

current union literature.

Vehicle.

Telephone.

Expense account.

At some work sites, hard hat and

safety glasses.

41ter.* emf fetter Is2ieWie no, 2111A 14rtne
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SKILLS AND TASKS

Uses heat and sometimes pressure to

fix and build metal objects.

May specialize in one welding

technique, such as:

...M.
a'rc or electric welding (uses heat

from electricity that jumps from

an electrode tip to the metal),

gas or acetylene welding (uses

heat from burning gases to melt

metal),

resistance welding (uses

electricity and pressure), and

atomic welding (uses an atomic

hydrogen arc).

TRAINING NEEDED

Vocational school courses in drafting,

blueprint reading, metal, and welding.

On-the-job apprenticeship programs

(3 years leads to certification).

High school physics is helpful.

11

WORK PLACES

Factories that manufacture metal

products.

Shops which repair metal parts of

ships, buildings, automobiles, pipes.

Underground and underwater pipelines.

Production line welders do repetitive

work at one work station, while more

skilled workers do varied types of

work.

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

Blueprints.

Welding torch, welding rods, torch

tips, welding mask.

"Leathers" (protective gloves and

sometimes coat).

Electrodes and electrode holder.

Rig (includes generator or gas

source).

C clamp (holds metal in place).

Slag hammer or chipper (cleans up

leftover metal aOter welding).

Grinder (smooths rough metal beads

along welding lines).

Cut out four cards on vertical and horizontal lines.i12j

1#



SKILLS AND TASKS

.4

1,Aes machine tools and hand tools to

shape metal blocks into tools and

parts used to build or repair engines

or other machines. Plans steps and

selects tools, based on blueprint

spe6fications. Maintains and re-

pairs equipment and machinery.

Measures and checks accuracy of all

work, up to 1/10,000 of an inch.

Assembles finished parts. May oper-

ate variedfmachine tools, or may '

make one type of object (like ball

bearings). Some operations per-

formed by machinists: setting up,

cutting, dowel fitting, drilling,

boring, filing, grinding, and

planing.

WORK PLACES

In industrial areas at:

machine shops,

production departments of

metal-working factories, and

maintenance and repair shops.

TRAINING NEEDED

Vocational school courses in machine

shop and mechanical drawing.

On-the-job apprenticeship programs

(four years) include classroom

training in math, science, blueprint

reading, technical drawing and
mechanics.

High school courses in algebra,

geometry, and physics are helpful.

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

Machine tools (power driven tools

which hold a metal block in place

while it's formed to the exact size

and shape needed).

Lathes (machines that shape metal

or wood by turning rapidly against

the edge of a cutting tool).

Broaches (tapered bits pulled through

holes to make them bigger).

Measuring tools such as calipers,

gauges, micrometers, scales.

Hand finishing tools such as files,

scrapers, wrenches, and screwdrivers.

Safety glasses and steel-toed boots.

C.st not+ femr esrole
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SKILLS AND TASKS

Designs weaves, knits, and decorative

patterns for cloth.

Studies fabric construction and

researches best uses for different

kinds of fabrics.

Tests strengths and weaknesses of

.fabrics.

Compares fabric printing processes.

Travels, reads, and meets with buyers

and others in the fashion industry to

get new ideas and to find out what

people are buying.

Attends fashion shows and textile

industry shows.sta,~P

TRAINING NEEDED

High school art classes.

Schools of art and design.

Fashion schools.

WORK PLACES

Offices and studios for textile

companies, usually in cities.

Freelance textile designers may

work at home.

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

Paper, paint, brushes.

Drawing board and pad.

Ruler.

Cloth and yarn.

Small test looms and knitting

machines (to test strength of new

weaves and knits).

Fabric samples.

Telephone.

Textile trade and fashion periodicals.

Camera.

43Z
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SKILLS AND TASKS

Researches, tests, and experiments to
make scientific discoveries. Uses
facts to create new compounds like
synthetic fuels or food preserva-
tives. Improves products according
to manufacturer's standards. Studies
composition and properties of matter.
Tests samples to determine or analyze
their ingredients. Conducts quality
control tests. Uses charts, graphs,
and reports to record the results of
observations. tests. and experiments.
Prepares batch sheets (instructions
which tell what kinds and how much
of ingredients to use to get a re-
sult, and how to mix the ingredients)
Teaches lab skills and procedures.
May supervise laboratory activity.
May do technical writing or sales
work.

TRAINING NEEDED

College degree (four years B.S.) in
chemistry for beginning positions
like lab or research assistant.

Graduate training required for
research or teaching positions.

On-the-job training.

WORK PLACES

Well-lighted labs, offices, libraries,
and classrooms for:

private industry,

non-profit research organizations,
colleges,

government agencies, and
market research firms.

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

Ruler.

Microscope.

Gloves.

Hypodermic needles.

Electric scale (to measure tiny
amounts).

Tweezers.

Elemental analyzing machine.

Sample bottles and test tubes.

Batch sheets (like recipes).

Recorder (draws lines on graph
paper).

Porosimeter (measures size and amount
of air space in materials).

Pollution testing instruments.

i
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Workers Talkin' Out

Direction's:

Liiten to taped song; look
at pictures and read lyrics.

Materials:

Included:

l'aPOd song
-44t.

Pictures
1.yrias
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WELDER

I make metal one piece where there once were two.

I also cut and shape metal. There's so much I can do.

Reading blueprints, I find where end how to weld,

Then choose electrodes or gas to make the metal melt.

I clamp the isetillierts,!tight so that they stay Inpiace,
And I wear uleathersu and a mask to protect body and face.

The light flows in an arc from the electrode tip.
Bright, hot spariciett 'the, betel quick. "Arr.

Metal parts melting soft forma. bond so tight,
When InitenSVIttsASiiiver41.1034014~ lige1101iAtt:Teir
I work in factories and ;hops it.

helped 7..,,kt.4.4 edifts 'E,

,

A weickr can join fetal pa rim tc,
I have a trade that can be useful411 the'rest,Of sgt-iife.

fa.

e

43,
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I change ideas into fabric, and to get a good start

I tnsvel over to..see petterns and art.
Seeing vkat people.1114,tollear.helps me to make new designs

Using a ruler, c'lottkripa.fliti.'eiten camera sometimes.
,-1, ;

It Yoit thint-fabrfc's ;$1,iff41.--,-,4'4`-t. cell you. something new:

I design sheets and towels, chair coverings too.
Wallpaper and drapes are made of fabric, true
Woven with different types of liner#1s with special looms.
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- Idithout.,me Your ,OotheewOUld be Plain and'atand,
But I brighten people's threads all over the land.
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Read t40 story
about ,view

Materials:

Included:
Story
Fiches
Review quest!

Needed:
None
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I made a sign that told the price of the flowers. This would help

mY Product and people would know how much to pay, If Jones
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B6 -DMGA -9

111

II II
... 1111 Ill

it*
Av

ft* 40'449:
44P, woo 11wdr

1/.41P
454

t '

DireCtionss -7'S,'

1. Mail the stories41 4
136-Alrunr5e. 86-""""44r.m.4.. ,

B6-- '-7, and B6

2. Follair the directiont4haide
to play a card gemap7A"

4

Materials:

Included:
4 Game boards
40 Playing cards ti,;,

Necded:
B6-DMGA-5
86-DMGA-6
B6-DMGA-7
B6-DMGA-8

45;)



I

SET UP:

DIRECTIONS

1. Choose and read one of the goal stories ("Jezze's the

Name/Adventure's the Game," "Lefty's Leather," "Sailboat

--Sa1ett.....Nork4tuctyWheelies"). The name of the story you

choose will be the name of tne card suit you play in this

game. Keep the story to use as a reference while you play.

Take one Decision Making/Goas:AttainidiflathWO and

Mountain game goard.

. Shuffle and _deal 4 cards toleach"yero, Players put

their 4 cards sign-side-up along the top edge of their

game boards.

4. Put the remaining cards sign-side-up In a between

the game boards. Make a discard pile next to the deck,

with all cards placed sign-side-up.

**:

45;
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4.

Know Values

[ Use
Resources

Find Out
Obstacles
Helpers
How Much
Time

..rds along vertical and horizontal lines.



WORK-STUDY WHEELIES

I decide to try to convince

the shop owner, sales manager,

and guidance counselor to set

up a work-study course jn

motorcycle sales.

B6 -DMGA -9

WORK-STUDY WHEELIES

Resources:

Reading - Work-study program

guide, telephone book.

People.- Talk with guidance

counselor and sales manager.

Experience - Visit a motor-

cycle sales shop.

Find Out:

Obstacles - A motorcycle sales

course is.not offered in the

work-study program.

Helpers - Guidance counselor,

sales manager, shop owner.

Time Needed - 3 weeks.

86-DMGA-9

WORK-STUDY WHEELIES

Prepare speech to convince

shop owner, sales manager,

and guidance counselor to

offer a work-study course in

motorcycle sales.

B6-DMGA-9

WORK-STUDY WHEELIES

I value getting sales

experience.

I value being near sleek,

shiny, new motorcycles.

136-DMGA-9



CHECK

PROGRESS

MODIFY
GOAL

(IF NECESSARY)

Know Options
and
Out--

comes

Know Options
and
Out-
comes

Cut out 3 cards along vertical and horizontal solid lines. Fold double

card along broken line.



LEFTY'S LEATHER

New Goal: Buy a store front

and move the business there.

86 -DMGA -9

LEFTY'S LEATHER

Options:

I could hire a sales
representative and 1

leather worker.

I could hire Marty and

Heather to do a'l the leather

work.

I could incorporate the

business with 2 other

leather workers.

B6-DMGA-9

LEFTY'S LEATHER

Have we made enough money

from our leather goods?

Are we worK4ng together well?

136 -DMGA -9

Outcomes:

I would do only train nq and

leather work.

woLld do the work of d

sales representative.

All 3 of us would learn the

ropes together.



Know Values

cards along vertical and horizontal lines.



SAILBOAT SALE SAILBOAT SALE

I decide to sell the boats

myself during the summer

without a vendor's license.

Look for a shady spot in the

park near the woods.

Figure out how much money to

charge for the sailboats.

B6-DMGA-9 B6-DMGA-9

SAILBOAT SALE

SAILBOAT SALE
Resources:

Reading - Marketing News, a
I value being outdoors in the

magazine. summer.
People - Talk to Park

Commissioner.
I value making money during

Experience - Attend a town the summer.
board meeting about summer

park program.
I value taking chances.

Find Out:

Obstacles - I am not old

enough to get a vendor's

license.

Helpers - Mr. Ashe, and the

park commissioner.

Time Needed - 2 months in the

summer.

P6-DMGA-9 B6-DMGA-9



SAILBOAT SALE

New Goal: Sell boats through

an ad in the newspaper.

B6-DMGA-9

SAILBOAT SALE

Options:

I could have someone else

sell the boats for me.

I could wait till August 10,

when I'm old enough to get

a vendor's license.

I could sell the boats myself,

without a vendor's license.

V-DMGA-9

SAILBOAT SALE

Now muci; mcinEy do I have?

Are people still interested

in buying my sailboats?

Are business costs too high?

BE. -DMGA -9

Outcomes:

I'll have to pay a ,,alary and

won't get as much money as

want.

I won't have enough time in

sell all my boats before

school starts.

I might get caught.

I 1 IP' Ig'



LEFTY'S LEATHER

I decide to incorporate the

business with 2 other leather

workers.

B6 -DMGA -9

LEFTY'S LEATHER

Resources:

Reading - Read telephone books.

People - Talk to friend, Bob

Smith.
Experience - Visit retail

stores.

Find Out:

Obstacic: - I do not have

enough leather goods ready to

sell.

Helpers - Heather, Marty, d

Bob.

Time Needed - 4 months.

B6 -DMGA -9

LEFTY'S LEATHER

Look at catalogs to agree on

styles and tools needed.

Set up wnrk schedules.

Agree on 'hat retail stores

to do business with.

86 -DMGA -9

LEFTY'S LEATHER

I value learning all aspects

of a business.

I value selling leather goods

that have a lot of variety,

style-wise.

B6 -DMGA -9



JEZZE'S THE NAME/ JEZZE'S THE NiLME/

ADVENTURE'S THE GAME ADVENTURE'S THE GAME

I decide to let Al help me in Fill out the application for

River Terrace. the Colorado Rafting Contest.

Practice. sales speech.

BC-DMGA-9 B6-DMGA-9

JEZZE'S THE NAME/ JEZZE'S THE NAME/

ADVENTURE'S THE GAME ADVENTURE'S THE GAME

Resources:

Reading Read map that shows

neighborhood groupings.

People - Talk with J.P. Duncan,

who won the contest last year.

Experience - Explore all

neighborhoods on bike.

Find Out:

Obstacles - Not much time

after school.

Helpers - Brother, Al.

Time Needed 6 months.

B6-DMGA-9

I value adventure.

I value keeping promises.

I value doing things for

myself all by myself.

136-DMGA-9



JEZZE'S THE NAME/

ADVENTURE'S THE GAME

I got on my bike and pedr'ed

like crazy to do my job.

B6-DMGA-9

JEZZE'S THE NAME/

ADVENTURE'S THE GAME

Jezze on Her Rafting Trip.

86-DMGA-9

JEZZE'S THE NAME/

ADVENTURE'S THE GAME

I want to win a rafting trip

down the 'Colorado River.

B6-DMGA-9



What
Going
On?

Cut out 3 cards along vertical and horizontal lines.



SAILBOAT "ALE SAILBOAT SALE

Buy materials and make signs

to sell boats.

Write and practice sales

speech with Sissy.

Get money for making change

fur customers.

Ask Park Commissioner for

decision on vendor's license.

B6-DMGA-9

SAILBOAT SALE

Kingston Puts an Ad in the

Newspaper to Sell the Sail-

boats.

B6-DMGA-9

I want to sell model sail-

boats in the park this

summer.

B6-DMGA-9



JEZZE'S THE NAME/ JEZZE'S THE NAME/
ADVENTURE'S THE GAME ADVENTURE'S THE GAME

No need to modify goal. Win

a rafting trip down the

Colorado River.

86-DMGA-9

JEZZE'S THE NAME/

ADVENTURE'S THE GAME

How are others doing in the

contest?

136-DMGA-9

Options: Outcomes:

I could let Al help me in I'd have to help Al next
River Terrace. stainer.

I could work alone. I'd have to do twice as much

business. /

B6-DMGA-9

471



LEFTY'S LEATHER

Look at catalogs to agree on

styles and tools needed.

Follow work schedules.

Sell leather goods to retail

stores.

86-DMGA-9

LEFTY'S LEATHER

Lefty Sells His Work

in dis Own Shop.

86-DMGA -9

LEFTY'S LEATHER

I want to have my leather

goods sold at retail stores.

B6- DMGA -9

47z



WORK-STUDY WHEELIES

No need to modify goal. Sell

motorcycles in work-study
program.

86-DMGA-9

WORg-STUDY WHEELIES

Options:

I could sell toys at the toy

store.

I could take shop courses in

motorcycle repair.

I could try to convince the

sales manager, shc4 owner,

and guiditnce counselor to

set up a work-study course

in motorcycle sales.

. K-DMGA-9

WORK-STUO WHEELIES

Is my schedule confirmed?

Is my starting date decide ?

B6-DMGA-.9

Outcomes:

I would not be selling what

I want to sell.

I would not be in a work-

study program.

I would be in a work-study

program selling Totorcycles.

rts,



a

WORK -STUDY WHEELIES

Talked to shop owner, sales

manager, and guidance

counselor.

86-LVGA-9

WORK-STUDY WHEELIES

011a

A

Donna Sells Motorcycles in

Her Work-Study Program

B6 -RMGA -9

WORK-STUDY WHEELIES

I want to sell motorcycles

through the work -stady

program.

B6-DMGA-9

7 4



DIRECTIONS

SET UP:

I. Choose and read one of the goal stories ("Jezze's the

Name/Advc 's the Game," "Lefty's Leather," "Sailboat

.....Sale,I.TWormStudy -Wheelies"). The name of the story You

choose will 4, the name of the card suityou play in this

game. Keep Ine story to use as a reference while you play.

Take one Decision -Marking /Goal Attainirig Pathiak and
Mountain game gnard.

Shuffle and_deal 4 cards tor4ach-player,:- Players

their 4 cards zign -side -up along the top edge of their:.

game boards. .
.

Put the remaining cards sign-side-up in 'a deck between

the game boards. Make a discard pile next to the deck,

with all cards placed sign-side-up.

What
Goirig
On? What

do ou

Use
Resources

. ,
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DIRECTIONS

SET UP:

1. Choose and read one of the goal stories ("Jezze's the

Name/Adventure's the Game," "Lefty's Leather," "Sailboat

Saleol...NorkStudy-Wheelies"). The name of the story you

choose will be the name of the card suit you play in this

game. Keep the story to use as a reference while you play.

Take one Decision Making/Goa1:Attainin4' Pathway and

Mountain game goard.

Shuffle and deal 4 cards tcLeach'player: Players put__

their 4 cards sign-side-up along the top edge of their

game boards.
Put the remaining cards sign-side-up in a deck between

the game boards. Hake a discard pile next to the deck,

with all cards placed sign-side-up.

Whate
Gering
On? What

do on
want?

Use
Resources

1i116;;41



DIRECTIONS

SET UP:

1. Choose and read one of the goal stories ("Jezze's the

Name/Adventure's the Game," "Lefty's Leather," "Sailboat

___.....Sale!.:.Nork7tStudy-Wheelies"). The nam of the story Yo4

choose will be the name of the card suit.you play in this

game. Keep the story to use as a reference while you play

Take one Decition-Making/Goal-Attainiirig.-Pathw4 and

Mountain game goard.

Shuffle and deal 4 cards to;pach-player. Players put

their 4 cards sign-side-up along the. top edge of their:

game boards. 1

Put the remaining cards sign-side-up in a deck between

the game boards. Mae a diicard pile next to the deck,

with all cards placed sign-side-up.

Use
Resources

Know
Options

and
Out -
comes

vr "' f
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B6 --DMA- 8
4

Work--stu0 Wheelies
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Directions'

Read the story about someone
who follows all the steps on
the decision making/goal
attaining pathway and
mountain.

Materials:

Included:
Story
Pictures

Needed:
None

S



Work -study Wheelies



HI, I'm Sue .Janes.

Our school has a work-study program. I was happy to be u part of

the rrogram during my senior year. I wanted sales work. Si) for the

first part of work-study, I was in a clothing store. I sold nightgowns.

IL

lhat was okay, but it wasn't great. What I REALLY WANTED to sell was

motorcycles!

1.



I went to the guidance office. I did some

READ K. I had to know if the work-study guides

showed any listings in motorcycle soles. There

weren't any listings in motorcycle sales.

Next I used the telephone book. I wrote down

the names, addresses, and phone numbers of tnree

bike sale shops. One was very close to the school.

The other two shops were in other towns. They were

too far away for the work-study program. I needed

help from pEOPLE.

tN"

2.
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I
I went to see the guidance counselor, Pr. Bell. Mr. Bell said he

had never-had work-study in motorcyCle sales work before.

"But," he said, "that is no reason not to try."

."

He even said I should talk with some workers at a motorcycle sales

room.



I set a date for Saturday. I had a long talk

with the sales manager, Ken Hill.

What an EXPERIENCE! He told me a lot about

motorcycle sales.

He said, "You must kgow the bikes. You mlist

be able to read well. Ybu should also be neat when

You write on order. Other people have to read it,

too. So neatness does count.

I had the background, or RESOURCES, I needed.

They were READING, PEOPLE and EXPERIENCE.

Next I had to find out if there were any

OBSTACLES. The biggest problem was that the store

had never worked with work-study before. I would

have to try to get the owner Interested in having

students work and learn in the sales room. The

TIME NEEDED to do all this was !n three weeks, when

the term would start and when I would have to start

my next work-study job.

I needed HELPERS.

14.
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I went back to Mr. fell. I asked Tor his help in setting up the

job, and he agreed to help.

Then I called the owner of the motorcycle shop, Or. Sans. I told

him about the work-study program. He sounded interested. He wanted

to talk with hr. Bell about the program. And he wanted to speak with

some shop owners already in the program.

etneemy
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I thought about my OPTIONS and their possible OUTCOME, One OPTION

was selling toys at the toy store. The OUTCO would nct be selling

what I wanted to sell. Another OPTION was to take shoo courses in bike

repair. The OUTCOME was I wouldn t be in a work-study program. the

last OPTION was to try to convince the shop owner, sales manager, and

guidance counselor to set up a work-study course in motorcycle sales.

That ,4GS the OT(OOF I really wanted.



I had to think of my VALUES. And my greatest

VALI;E right now was to work in sales. I also

VALUED being near sleek, shiny, new motorcycles.

Oh, how I wanted the job!

I DECIDED I had to talk once more with Mr.

Sans and Ken Hill at the motorcycle shop. I would

let them know how much selling motorcycles meant to

me. I would tell them how hard I would work and

learn while at the job.

I PLANNED what I'd say, I asked Mr. Bell if

he would go with me on Saturday, even though it was

his day off. And that's the ACTION we took.

Mr. Sans had already called three businesses

already in the work-study program. He was impressed

with the things he had heard. He was ready to start

a work-study program at the motorcycle shop.

7.
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Ken Hill and I went into the sales room. He gave me reading

materials. I needed to know about what I'd be selling.

Mr. Bell and Mr. Sans talked for some time about setting up the

program.

I was all set to go.

In order to CHECK my PROGRESS., I'd just have to come back. I'd

return in one week to confirm my schedule. Then I'd let Mr. Sons know

my starting date. I could hardly wait to get to work 'selling those

motorcycles!



It feels good to reach your goAL!
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B6-DNG&-7 Sailboat Sale
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Kingston looked at all the model sailboats he had made. He told

his shoo teacher that 'he WANTED to sell his boats at the park, He said

he wanted to start in the sumer.

-__.#0"""



Mr. Ashe, the shop teacher, told Kingston

about the RESOURCES be should use. 4The resources

were READING, other PEOPLE, and his own EXPERIENCE.

Kingston read a magazine about selling things.

It was called Marketing News.

Then he went to a town meeting about the

summer park program. At the meeting, Kingston met

the park commissioner. After the meeting, Kingston

felt confident that he could sell his boats at the

park.

2
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Mr. Ashe said, "'Are there any OBSTACLLS in your way? Did you th;nk

Tietti rig a vendor' s 1 i cense to sell things r? Think about what

0E00 Out 1 I need and the TM NLLDED to sell your bouts."

Kingston thought about what Mr. Ashq, said. He asked his sister to

help him sell the boots. With her help, Kingston thought, he could

stil ht sailboats in the two summer months.

14



But at City Hall, Kingston met his first OBSTACLE, "You have to

be eighteen to get a vendor's license," said the clerk.

Kingston said, "I won't bCtighteen until August tenth. But I

ne ?d the license in June."



a

100"- 4
"I'm sorry, those are the NIA" said the clerk. 'The only one

who cull make an exception is the commissioner, You can ask her."

Kirilston asked the park commissioner, but she said, "No. You can't

sell your boats without a license, and you can't get a license until

you're eighteen,"

6



Kingston thought about his OPTIONS and OUTCOMES,. He could PaY

someone to sell his boats. But he would not make as imAcWmoneY. He

could wait until his birthday. Then he might not sell his boats by the

end of the summer. He could sell his boats without a license He,

might get caught, and again he might not

Kingston VALUED being outdoors and making money the whole summer.

He'al-So VALUED taking chan6es, so he DECIDED to sell the boats himself,

even though he did not have_9//license.

Kingston wrote out a PLAN to set up his stand in a shady place In

the park; he figured he would hide behintA the trees if coO's came. Then

he figured out how much to sell the boats f6T-T-''

He was ready to ACT. He made some signs. He wrote a sales speech

and got money ready for making change.



4r1

Kingston and his sister started to sell the boats.

SAILBOAT SALE

8



The park patrol passed by often, and each time Kingston and Sissy

ran into the woods.

9
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Running made them hot, so they ate a lot of Ice crew.

10



After two weeks, Kingston CHECKED his PROGRESS. He discovered he

was not making much money. Two boats had broken, they had lost some

money, and they had spent some money on ice cream. Kingston hoped

things would get better.

IC*
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One day, a park patrol officer caught them, anc: Kingston had bD

pay a fine for selling boats without a license.

12
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After that, Kingston knew that he had to

=.FY.
'74J6In fettdiai

On Augusttloth-..beios eighteen.. and he got

- I.
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his licenses Kingston sold his boats in the Rork,

legallY; By the time school had started, all the

boats were sold.

a

On the first day of classes, Mr. Ashe asked,

"How'd you Make out selling your boats?" Kingston

told him the whole story and how he reached his

figAL.

Kingston explained, "Not only*d crime pot

pay; it cost. me money. I ate too much ice cream, I

lost money on a newspaper ad, and I Paid a fine.

won't let that next summer, It will

be all profit! I finished a blueprint for model

1 IX! look It over with me?"

meted!" exclabled Mr. -Aspe.;
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